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* Abstract

The Formation Of Stimulus Kqulvalence Glasses 

Through Implicit Responding 

Kurt Gordon Brenner 

April 3, 1988

Private events (Skinner, 1957) and flnplicltv behavior (Kantor, 

1924} 1977) both refer to phenomena such as thinking, visualizing,

and reasoning, although .they are aialyzed in different "Ways. 

Specifically, .private events refer to responses tlifjt occur in the 

presence of certain stimuli which are accèssible^^JjO^the individual 

alone. Implicit behavior occurs vdien the original stimulus object iS 

absait ̂ nd a response is Instead made to a substitute stimulus object. 

To date, little or no empirical research exanining private events or 

irapljicit behavior has been generated, 'fhis thesis performed such an 

emofrical analysis by using a stimulus equivalence paradign, i4iere the 

ransitlve relation between two stimuli -one that was seen previously 

and one tliat was na<f- could only have bfeen made via a sul̂ stitution ol 

□he original stimulus. Overall results showed tliat 13 of 20 .subjects 

êitfier imnedlately or eventually acquired 4-stage equivalence. Die 

results are discussed in terms of the foie that implicit resjjonding 

5$ in equivalence classes, and possbile implications of these 

findings on psychopathology.

-V-



The Formation of Stimulus Equivalence Classes -

Through Implicit Responding ]

Behaviorism can be defined as a "doctrine that regards objective 

and accessible facts of behavior or activity of man and aniriials as the 

only proper subject for psychological study" (Random House College 

Dictionary,^ 1984). / A,'great- deal of research, theorizing, and 

discussion, all centered around the above axiom, has been forwarded in

an attempt, to better.understand the lawful relations Which control and
\ ;

predict behavior.. Radical behaviorism has attempted to understand 

behavior .through rigorous erapiribal - observation in.̂ n effort to 

develop and promote psychology as a natural science. This 

naturalistic approach^ however, has at times resulted in radical 

behaviorism being misunderstood in an important way: that being, it

ignores or at least underrates such pheiemaia as thinking, imagining, 

attitudes, and reasoning, also known as private events.

Ihis misinterpretation is unfortunate, for radical behaviorism 

does, in fact, acconnKxiate events that are observable mly to the 

behaver. Skinner (1953, p. 258) has asserted tliat private stimuli 

are influencial and, as sucli, sWuld not be excluded from ap analysis 

of behavior simply tiecause they are inaccessible to an outside 

observer. .Indeed, a complete account of behavior demands that private 

events be dealt with and understood In a |peaningful way. To fail to 

do so is to compromise a complete explanation of a science of behavior 

at best, or devaluate a significant and fascinating part of human 

activity at worst, ^

1 . ■
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J.R, Kantor (1924, 1975) has also discussed thlnkir^, feeling,

and the like wder ,the rubric of "Implicit behavior." Implicit

behavior refers to a response tliat occurs In the absence of the

original stimulus -and instead through the,opération of a substitute

stimulus. The original stimulus cumes to trafw^r its stimulus

function to the substitute stimulus through a partial identity in form

or function, or through a contiguous temporal Mff spatial relation

which occurred at some point in the individual’s history. We may

ruminate over a particular problan, reminisce alxnit a memorable

. vacation̂ , verbally describe a person or object, or kiss a photograph

of a loved one, for example. A response, is made to a substitute

stimulus which .functions in lieu of some other stimulus in wliose

presence the original behavioral event occurred. It stould be
' ' 'mentiohed that implicit b^iavior and private events deal with the sane 

sorts of phenanena, altlibugh they are analyzed in different ways. , 

Both treatments will be discussed in more detail below.

Skinner and Kantor both present certain similarities m  their ^  

discussions of events of this type. . The stimulus phases in Ixith types 

of analyses (i.e., the private stimuli in Skinner's treatise and the 

original stimulus and, in some cases, the substitute stimulus in 

Kantor's analysis) are private in the sense of being observable only 

to an audience of one (Skinner, 1953, p. 257; Kan tor, 1924,* p. 

298). In addition, the response phases in both treatments can ix? 

either private or public (Moore, 1980; Kantor, 1924, p. 3]2). There 

is, however, an important feature that differentiates the two analyses 

in an important way. Implicit behavior always involves a substitution 

of one stimulus for some original stimulus, Private events, however.
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■raa.y or̂> jtwy not lnW$9ë the op^^tTofTof a substitute stimulus. Xt 

times, the response is made through more direct contact' with a private 

stimulus, with no incervestion by a substituèfe-^timulus. For example, 

the utterance .'*! haW a headache" may be a response controlled by a 

state of pain" In one's head, with no necessary involvanent of a 

sulsstitute' stimulus. A central concê Jt in this study involves 

responding tivjt occurs through the Operation of a sul>,stitute stimulus. 

Altliyugh Skinner's àialysis of responses to private stimuli does not 

neccesarily include this sul>stitutive fdaCure, a discussion of his 

viewpoint will be included here'because it does provide theoretical 

• Ijackgromd relevant to this study.

Although radical behaviorists are willing to talk about private 

events, few liave attempted to study them experimentally. This may be 

the case because the covert nature of private stimuli makes them 'more 

difficult to study than behavior of a more overt variety. The often 

subtle nature of responses to' private stimuli has not been dealt with 

very effectively, in part because it has yet to be fully realized by 

sane l>ehavior analysts that an object can have functions other than 

those that their natural properties would suggest.^y'Aiat is, not only 

can stimuli simply'serve as stimuli in their own right, but they can 

also be a substitute for other stimuli. 'Hie responses to these 

Substitute stimuli could function beneath one's own skin, as in 

thinking about an object or feeling behavior. Clearly, the utility 

and ijnplications of substitute functions of stimuli are not yet fully 

understood 4

A secŒid reason 6>r the paucity of empirical analysis of these 

types of phenomena might involve „ a reluctance of some behavior



analysts to include ijnobser\̂ ablo events in their descrij>riCins of .

observable behavior relations'. Covert resjxwse.s involve stswin̂ ily

unobservable mediating activities, activities that are susceptible, to
*

being invented at will to quickly solve any Jit t lenities In the

relationships among observable stimuli. ^

Ihis objection, howver, reilects, a misunderstanding ni the

defining properties of" implicit Ixdjavinr. 'ftie re.S(x»isè phases ol

implicit activities are, in fact, cnmiminly readily observable (Rantnr,
V  • ■

1924, p.  J12) . The d i f f i c u l t y  o f  observa i itxi l i e s  not in the

reSjxMise [jl̂ ase, but the stimulus phase of the action. Une can easily

observe the liappy expression of saneone recartlng' some personal good

forttane, for example. It is considerably more probUmtat Ic, l\owc;ver,

to deteriBine the precise nature of the private stimuli with wlU'ch the

person interacted. Implicit events are iDidersttxxl in tenus of the

relationship between the responding of an organism and the stimulatinĝ  *

of an environment. Further, this relationship imist be ex.amined wi th

respect to its origins and history of development.

Tliirdly, radical behaviorists lv)ve tended to translate such

things as droughts, feelings, and visualizing into behavior,d langinge

and stopped there. Private events are.-M̂ at— adequately explained by

mere translation, however. Clearly,\̂ an empirical analysis of com|)icx

human functioning is required to better understand this difficult, hut

important, phenaaenon-The significance of such an analysis becomes 
' 1/" 'even more apparen^ when it is realized just trow often we engage .in 

behavior tl^t does hot directly affect events or objects.

Ih be sure, there are very real difficulties in observing and
U- ■ 'understanding subtle acts of.thinking, seeing in the absence of the
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thing seen, hearing Lri the absence of the thing heard, and so on. . ,

(iaking matters even more intricate is the fact that each of us brings 

a complex history into, the present situation and interacts with a 

complex environment. However,' a thorough , and corap^j^ account of 

behavior demands adequate explanations for implicit evaats. This 

study attempts to contribute to such an analysis. , .

Discussion of Key Terms

There are three majdr concepts that deserbe further écplanation:

private events, implicit behavior, and stimulus equivalence'.
.. '

Private Events ‘

Private events refers to those responses that occur with respect '. 

to certain stimuli, stimuli that are accessible only to the Individual 

alone (Skinner, 1957, p. 257). Since the stimuli are. not available 

to others, ttey are said to be private. The responses that occur from
W* ■ '

this private stimulation, however, may tJiapselves be private or • 

public; ’ that is, the response may be detectable to the individual 

Exclusively or by outsiders as well. , ,

* Although private stimuli are characterized by their availability 

to the betiaVer alone, Skinner (1957, p. 258) is careful to point out 

that stimuli situated beneath one's own skin are no different than 

external stimuli. Further, responses t» private stimuli have no 

special properties that distinguish them from responses to public 

stimuli. Both types of respwses are subject to the same laws and 

principles that shape and maintain behavior. Both are learned by an 

indivi<5ual primarily through differential reinforcement. The major 

differwce between the two is that, in the case of private events, the
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verbal ccranunlty must circumvent: the problem of privacy: reinforcing

responses tbat occur in ‘the presence of inaccessible stimuli operating 

^beneath one's own skin, and are therefore unobservable to outsiders. 

Because the stimuli are hidden, the community can never W  absolutely 

certain of the exact nature of the private event. Nor can we suppose 

that private responses, by their covert nature, are ihhermtly 

superior to overt responses. They can both be- accounted for in terms 

of the same conceptual framework, vdiich shall be further discussed 

sliortly. ’

According to sAnner (1974, p. 17), private stimuli cannot be 

said to cause public behavior. That is not to deny the |x>ssihllity

; that a private event may have some degree of discriminative,
'

elicitive, and reinfprcing effectiveness over an explicit behavior. 

However, the Identification of the "cause" of private responses comes 

byesmining the contingencies of reintorcanent which control and are 

responsible cor this behavior type. Skinner in fact ascribes causal 

status to public stimuli only (Parrott, 1986).

Parrott (1986) took issue with Skinner on this .jwint,' however.

She brings attention to an inconsistency in Skinner's formulation;
■

although both public and private stimuli have discriminative, 

elicitive and reinforcing properties (properties which typically are 

sufficient to give a stimulus cadsal status), only external stimuli 

are depicteĉ  as having causal fonctions. Skinner dKi not clarity .why 

causal status is not given to private stimuli, even thotigh they can 

operate in -̂ vray similar to public stimuli. ,

Private events are comprised of. two classes; 1, Private sthnuli 

reported verbally, and 2. Covert behavior such as thinktpg,

r
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Imagining, and thé like. Each is now separately considered. .

Verbal Report of Internal Sensations. We must be able to give an 

adequate account of how a private event can result in the develpinent 

and maintenance of a verbal report of tliat event. A useful analytic

framework for better understandfng verbal descriptions of internal
■

sensations is the three-terra contingaicy of reinforcanent. This 

contingency consists of an antecedent discriminative stimulus, %Hiich

sets the occasion for a response to occur, followed by reinforcement.
A  * 'To put this contingency 'in the context of a private event, the

discriminative stimulus is some particular internal event, such as

hunger pangs in one’̂s stomach. The ' response in connection with this

private stimulus may be the verbal report of the sensation : "I am

hungry." The verbal conmunity, now having gained, access -albeit
*

indirectly- to the private event, may reinforce the response by

acknowledging the report or offering some food.

• The verbal community, however, is faced with a difficulty, ■ They

do not liave direct access to the private discriminative stimulus

occurring within the individual, making it difficult to identify the

variables controlling the behavior (Skinner, 1953, p. 259), They

cannot account for the response by pointing to a controlling Stiimilus

in the same way they could for a stimulus situated in the external

environment. Oily thé person \Ao is being internally stimulated has

this privHedged contact with the private stimuli. Yet it is the
#"

verbal community lAlch, through-differential reinforcemeit, develops

the connection betweei the internal stimulation and the person's
(

verbal report of these sensations. /
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Wiitout this direct contact with the person’s internal state of 
■ ' , , • ' 

affairs, • the verbal cotwnimity encowters a more difficult task in

establishing the contingencies ot reipforcanent which pnxiuce■ verba I 
' - 

responses to private stimuli than Is the case wiien the discrimnative

stimulus is public and cotntion to both parties.

This dilemma is not entirely insumioiiitable, however. Skinner 

(1957, p. 131) provides four explanations as to h>w the verbal 

ccranunity can differentially reinforce verbal repxjrts of private 

events, thereby enabling individuals to attuich a verbal label to their 

internal sensations. All four explanations are based in some fonn on 

public stimuli 6hat are associated in a reasonably consistent Wiy with 

the private.^tirauli (Moore, 1980).

In the first case,, a public accompanhnent of the private event 

enables the verbal coninunity to gain indirect access to the internal 

stimulation.' The verbal community could accep̂ t a person’s re|xjrt of 

pain (for example, "Ouch! That smarts!") if there was a public 

accompaniment, such as seeing the Individual stub their toe against a 

hard object (Skinner, 1957, p. 131).

A second possibility is that reinforcement by the community 

occurs because the verbal response to the private event is accumpanled 

by some collateral response. A person who reports feeling nauseous 

may also hold his or her stomach and ènit groans of discomfort, for 

example (Skinner, 1957, p. 131).

Thirdly, the verbal response v^ich is descriptive of the 

speaker's private évents may have originally developed as an overt 

response controlled by public stimuli. , T^y private stimuli that were 

concurrently present with the external stimuli may also gain acme
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measure of control over the verbal response. As a result of this

pairing of public and private stimuli, the latter may continue to

exert control, even in the absence of the external stimulus. In other

words, although the response was initially developed in the presence

of external stimuli, any covert stimuli that were present along with

the public stimuli may come to gain some degree of control over the

same verbal response (Skinner, 1957, p. 132).
In the fourth case, an overt response reinforced in the presence

of public stimuli may be transferred to a private event by virtue of

common properties. .To illustrate, we learn to describe- a particular

kind of stomach discanfort as, "sharp" as a result of certain 
»

properties of sharpness shared by the stimuli produced by pointed 

objrects (Skinner, 1957, p. 133).

Covert Phgiomena. The second class of private events are covert 

behaviors. This type of event includes such phenomena as thinking and 

ranembering. These events, are viewed as private behaviors which are 

no different in principle from public behaviors. The form that these 

private behaviors take, however, may differ from public events. 

Covert , behaviors may occur on such a small scale and reduced magnitude 

that only the individual in question can observe the emitted behavior 

(Skinner, 1957, p. 141).

Covert behavior is usually first acquired and manifest as overt 

behavior vhich then becomes private for any one of.three reasons. 

First, covert behavior is at times simply more convenient than overt 

behavior. It is easier to silently verbalize our thoughts than to say 

them aloud. As well, we, can "test" a response by trying it on
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ourselves first at a covert level and, depending on the anticipated 

consequences, then decide \diether or not to emit die response overtly. 

In other words, verbal behavior which was once perfoniiq<i outwardly may 

become reduced In magnitude vntll it no longer is visible to others. 

This silent form of responding, being easy to do and serving a useful 

purpose, is often reinforcing to the speaker and consequently 

maintained (Skinner, 1957, p. 141).

Secondly, behavior may occur at a covert level so as to avoid 

aversive .consequences s1iou],d . the behavior be performed publicly 

(Skinner, 1957, p. 141). The person v*io enjoys talking may be 

reinforced for his or her verbal behavior up to a point, but it he or 

she continues to speak incessantly, . the listener may punish tlie 

speaker by showing signs of disinterest, or worse, by walking away. 

Similarly, to speak aloud during a solemn church service is to risk 

being reprimanded by same or all of the congregation. We may 

enthusiastically sing in the shower wlien we are alone and without the. 

threat of punishment fran a displeased listener. '

Ihirdly, overt behavior may be^me covert because .the stimuli 

that Commonly operate during the public behavior become weak or 

defective, resulting in a correspondingly weak resjwnse (Skinner, 

1957, p. 142). For.example, if two people are looking for a friend 

in a well lit, uncrowded store, one might say "There she isI" up>n 

seeing their acquaintance. However, if this scenario cook place on a 

foggy night (where the visual circumstances are weak and ambiguous), 

ône might softly mumble or say to oneself, "I think'she might be over 

there, but I'm not sure."
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Behavior

Humans otten engage in behavior In a way that does not directly 

affect events or objects. We may covertly plan the events of the day, 

feel love towards someone, or daydream atout that perfect vacation, 

for example. wltliln the realm of this indirect, or mediate, contact 

with erne's surroundings are complex activities called implicit 

responses. Implicit behavior refers to mediate activity whereby the , 
object reacted to is absent and is responded to only through -a 

substitute stimulus object (KanCor, 1924, p. 295; 1975, p. 198).

An individual engaging in implicit behavior does not produce any 

direct effect on the original stimulus, such as turning the page of a 

book or opening a door, because the original stimulus is absent. 

Rather, a response is made to a substitute stimulus which functions in 

lieu bf soTie other stimulus in v^ose presence the original behavioral 

event occurred.'

The fact tliat a response is made to a stostitute stimulus and ' 

that, further, this response is ineffectual with respect to the 

original stimulus object are the essmtial qualities of mplicit 

responding. This makes possible a wide variety of activities that 

could not otherwise occur. Implicit behaviorâmay occur simply as an 

end in itself, or alternatively as a precurser to overt behavior. In, 

the former case, the implicit action is done for its own sakej it is 

not a preliminary event occurring before behavior of a more direct 

variety. Examples of these "independent implicit reactions" (Kantor, 

1975, p. 200) include daydreaming, reminiscing, and ruminating 

behaviors. These activities are engaged in simply as sn end in 

itself; they do not necessarily: result in any practical behavior.

\
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Sanetiraes, liowever, implicit: behavior is connectied with direct 

behavior. In -these cases, it is a precondition to overt activities, 

or lAat KanCor (1975, p. 20U) calls "subordinate implicit behavior."

Ihe implicit action Is a component of a chain of behavior in v^ich the 

final reaction is -an overt behavior producing change in some object.

These preliminary implicit actions are required for effectuating stxme 

concrete final result. Consider the musician at her piano eonjx̂ sing a 

score for a theatrical-play. Before actually writing the music , the 

individual must respond implicitly to the nature of the scenes, the 

desïres of die producer, the length of each act, and die general mood 

of a particular episode. Another illustration would involve a man
» .  k

who, upon seeing a stranger wearing a coat similar to that of a 

friend's, remembers to give that friend a'telephone call and actually 

does so. The implicit action (calling the frimd) was aroused by a 

substitute stimulus ftfriction found in the the stranger's coat. In 

other words, the coat represented the friend towards whom the final 

behavior was directed.' i

Subordinate implicit behavior may also occur as a reaction to 

past events or future possibilities. It may take the form ut a 

substitute or replacement action, such as v^en someone clenches his or 

her fists upon recollection of an insulting remark made by someone in 

the past. Further, the day's events may be planned before actually 

being done, or the possible consequences of buying a house considered 

before making the actual purchase. As well, someone may récréât into

their past experience to examine previous reactions and thereby g$in
. ' - f

insight as to how to behave in the present circumstances, 'lhat is, an

inventory of past behavior that occurred during similar situations is
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.

taken, and the moat appropriate choice made, before the performance of 

explicit actiCMi. Subordinate implicit activity, then, is essentially 

a process of covertly performing an action before any overt and" 

effective behavior begins.

All types of implicit behavior, ho matter how complex, are

derived from previous direct contact with the ehvironmenc. Creativity 

'and ingenuity represent combinations, exaggerations, and coordinations . 

of actuan̂  contacts with things in the individual's history. The 

theories of Einstein were formed by the integration and extrapolation 

of principles and hypotheses with which he had previous familiarity. 

His postulations were not created out of nothing; even his 

imagination was able to operate only within the limits set by actual 

experience.

The Development of Implicit Actions. An btiplicit behavior is

developed through sane prior inmediate contact of the reacting person 

with the original stimulus. Implicit responding, can be seen as a

detachment of a reaction from its original stimulus-response relation, 

whereby the reaction is instead connected with substitute stimulus 

objects. As a result of this dissociation of a response from its 

original relation, the implicit reaction not only can take on a

different form from the original response, but can also increase in 

complexity (Rantor, 1924, p. 303). Thus, this detachment from the 

original 'stimulus may result in behavior that beccmes increasingly 

dissimilar in form until it bears little or no resemblance to the 

original response. ■

At this point we may well ask. How can an implicit behavior occur 

when it is detached from the situation in ;^ich it was first acquired?
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The solution lay in the fact that there must be some cortiwn elanent 

between the stimuli, and/or setting factors found in both the original 

and Implicit behavioral episodes for the latter to occur. 

Specifically, an implicit action can occur if sane comme»') feature ol 

the past^and present stimuli exists. For example, a child will suck 

on anything remotely resembling a nipple. Secondly, catmxin setting 

factors of the stimuli may be responsible for a particular behavior. 

We may, for instance, act towards a stranger in a manner similar to 

the ̂ y  we act towards a friend simply because the stranger is in̂  a 

place canroonly occupied by the friend.

The Nature of Implicit Behavior. Implicit reactions operate in the

absence of the original stimulus wliich generated the original

behavior. In other Words, implicit beliaviors are aroused by a

substitution of the original stimulus, and the Individual engages in

some form of previously developed behavior. 'Ihe response can be of a

very subtle nature, especially if the behavior is far removed fnxn the
*

stimuli with which the individual is currently interacting. Such is
/  ■

the case during daydreaning behavior, for example. In this case, the' 

implicit activity may be difficult to observe. Wlien we cannot 

identify the substitute stimulus involved, know little afouC the 

person's behavioral history, or cannot observe the response emnitted 

in the presence of the substitute stbnulus, we can only .speculate 

about the nature of the individual's implicit action. It is bnportant 

to note that although an implicit action may not have a direct effect 

on the environment and may be difficult to observe, it is no less 

definite a response to stimuli than is an explicit behavior, further, 

the complexities found in implicit behavior are no greater than those
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found in correspondingly complex explicit actions. In fact,,these two 

types of reactions are complementary and continuous modes of behavior 

(Kantor, 1924, p. 298). Clearly, implicit behavior constitutes 

anywhere from a small to a large role in almost all complex human 

action, and are thus integral and si^ificant components of behavior.

The degree of similarity between the implicit behavior and the 

original . reaction pan vary widely (Kantor, 1924, p. 299). 

Conventionalized responses, such as verbal behavior, often show a high 

degree of i;esemblance ip topography between the implicit and replaced 

activity. Conversely, the hiiplicit response is more likely to be 

different from the original behavior when the the latter is an 

idiosyncratic responsè to à particular isolated circimstance. 

Nonetheless, there are definite detenuining.conditions, usually found 

in the original environmental setting of the stimuli, that indicate 

precisely what degree of correspcndence an* implicit action will have 

with the original behavior.

Although implicit responding covers a wide range of behaviors, 

they can be broadly grouped into one of two classes; representative 

or substitutive (Kantor, 1924, p. 304). Representative implicit 

actions refers to the implicit reaction taking on a similar form as 

the initial response performed in the presence bf the original 

stimuli. Being a direct ramant of a previous behavioral episode, it 

lias at least some shared,, topogfaphy as the former response. In other 

words, there is a fairly close relation between representative 

implicit responses and the original stimlating situation. Imagery 

responses fall into this category; for example, a homesick soldier 

-who finds army food unpalatable may be able to^ee and even smell his
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mother's home cooking*, even ttoij’h he is far away from home.

Substitutive responses, on the other hand, have no resemblance to 

the behavior initially performed ,in the presence of the original 

stimulus, fhese responses may be entirely symbolic and, as such, very 

tar renTioved . from the behavioral contingencies which formed the 

original behavior. Dreaming, thinking, and planning are eximiplt̂  of 

substitutive reactions. The person engaged in such behavior may Iw 

totally unavfâre of his or her symbolic reactions. Further, 

observation of substitutive implicit reactions can be difficult to 

observe directly, and typically requires the use of inference.

Between the tv» poles of fully representative, and fully 

substitutive reactions is verbal .behavior (Kantor. 1924, p. iUb). 

Verbal behavior is an extramely effective typie of detached reaction 

because of the ease with v̂ iich it can be perionnml, its distinct 

morphology, and its ability to be readily inoditied. As a result, 

verbal behavior serves as a most adequate substitutive ineclvinisfn in 

describing objects and events.

Kantor further subdivides implicit behavior into seven different 

types (Kantor, 1924, pp. 306-312). The first of these are repetitive 

implicit responses, which are actions that are essentially identical 

to behavior previously perfomed while in contact with the original 

stimuli. For example, a mother who is asked vihat her daughter's 

reaction was when she received a gift might mime the facial and fxxliiy 

expressions that occurred during the original reaction; the implicit 

and original responses are very similar in topography.

The second type of implicit responses are incipient reactions, 

which refers to-the implicit response only partially duplicating the
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original behavior. One possibility here is the implicit response

duplicating the original action initially, but does not remain

identical to completion. 'This type of reaction can be effectively

illustrated by a "tip-of-the-tongue" phenomenon where part of the

• pronounclation of a nane can. be an it ted but the remainder cannot

because of tlie absence of an adequate, stimulus to evoke the cmplete

response (Kantor, 1.924, p. 3U6).

Hie’ third type Of implicit bdiavior, vestigial implicit

responses, is a response involving fragments of actions from previous
perfonnances. Vestigial implicit behavior can be differentiated into

one. ot two different forms: images and vestigial movemwt responses.

Image responses are reaction systems left over fran previous

perceptual contact with specific stimuli. The individual behaves in a

manner similar to when he or she was in ■ direct contact with the

stimuli. Should the image be vivid mough, one may seem to almost

see, hear, or auell things, or talk and otherwise react to a person,

and the like. The Intensity of the imagining is a function of the

magnitude and vividness of the original circumstance, as well as the
%

amount of time that has intervened betwem the imagined and Original
.. )* . situation. An intense image reaction usually has accompanying

movanent and physiological responses as well. Recollection of a

distressing event, for instance, may involve physical jgestùres,

cardiac palpitation^, and glandular activity accompanying the

visualized event itself. ,

Some implicit acts incorporate and integrate previous responses

to form new and useful concepts. These reactions, called

organizational implicit actions, enable us to consolidate segments of
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past behavior so that effective action can be taken in tlw present.

An architect designing a building,- tor. example, will draw uixxi ■ 

previous experiences Wien other buildings were designed, seltH:t 

aspects of each experience that v^ld be useful t̂o the present 

situation, and synthesize thaii to fùm a «blueprint of the rww 

structure. This type of implicit response, then, lx)t4i substitutes lor 

and orchestrates previous experiences in a form that can he usefully 

applied in the present circumstance. Concepts can be derived from 

implicit reactions that sum up the individual's past experience, or 

fran one's contact with information, inciuding reading Ixxiks or 

hearing others speak about topics related to the'partlcular concept,

Kantor (1924, p. 309) points out that the ability to develop 

concepts is closely correlated with verbal ability, for concepts are 

stimulated into action through words, whether_s[x)ken. or written. A 

speaker's words, then, can be seen as an extension of that person'.s 

implicit reactions whereby past behaviors are collected, integrated, ' 

and formulated into the present verbal utterances.

The fifth type of implicit reaction are combinative res|ionses, 

Wiich seem to be difficult to distinguish from organizational implicit 

action. Nonetheless, combinative mpliclt behavior refers to the 

creation of a new form of behavior, an ingenious mode'tTT'TJiinklng, or 

the developmoit of an ideal of st»ne sort. (Combinative actions arise 

as a result of the detached nature of implicit reactions, Wiich allows 

for coflbinations of previous activities fo form new and distinctive
o

behaviors. ' ,

Fanciful implicit responses are those Wiich are engaged.in as an.
,1 ' , 

end in itself and are totally disconnected from any close contact with
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external atimuii. Daydreanlng or being absorbed in one's stream of

thought are examples of this type of implicit response.

The. final response type is referential implicit action.. Verbal

behavior is the most prominent, although by no means .exclusive, form / .

of referential implicit action. Verbal behavior is referential in the 

sense that it refers the listener to objects or events. An infant 

will utter a vocal response to refer the listener to a particular need 

' or object. T h ^  child, unable to accomplish scxne task on its own, 

develops the ab^Pity to emit a verbal response as a substitute for 

this action. The listener functions as a mediator in performing the

requested behavior. The verbal response, thaï, has taken on. a 

referential function. Verbal bdiavibf often consists of references to

objects, events, persons, or conditions. Verbal utterances' in> this
. ' ' _ . . 

case can be Seen as detached responses to objects; made possible by

the application of substitute stimuli.

The Observaticxi of Implicit Reactions. Many implicit .behaviors are 

observable and. morphologically similar to overt responses; these
'

cases can be readily studied aupirically.. In other cases, however, 

the implicit act is not directly observable and an inference regardii% 

the nature of the implicit behavior is necessary. We know about the 

nature of planning, reasoning, and rehearsing only when some related 

explicit behavior is manifest as well. This does not necessary 

surest, ĥowevî r, that the implicit act cannot be accurately 

idàitified. Knowledge of the implicit response can be realized 

through observatibn of conccmit^t direct behaviors or through their 

verbal explanation.. .

Ibderstending the implicit reactions' of a person occurs by
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'  ' '  i f  'assiduously observing the individual under various stirauiating 

environments (Kantor, 1924, p. 312). Once a comprehensive knowledge 

of the person's reactions to various contacts with the environment is 

achieved, imder stand ing the nature of his or her. ùnplicit behaviors 

becomes more plausible. , It is d).fflcult to know what kinds ot 

implicit behavior someone is engaged in simply because the original 

stimuli . are' absent and .we may not have access to the substituté 

stimuli. The task becanes soinewliat easier if we know the person's 

history of contacts with the envirobment and can thus reconstruct past

interactions. This point is extatiplified by the fact that we can' ' -
predict with much greater accuracy what an intimate friend's opinions 

on a given topic will be as opposed to that of a stranger's, if only 

because we have greater knowledge of the friend's history.

Further, since, each person has a different history of behavioral 

repertoires, "and siftce implicit responses are performed in the absence 

of the original stimuli (resulting in countless variations of 

•sulistitute stimulus types being possible) , individuusi differences are 

,more pronounced in implicit reactions than in other types j)f 

behaviors.

Stimulus Equivalence

It fias been demonstrated that when humans are taught a series of

conditional discriminations, the .individual stimuli used in these
* ..

discriminations may become related to each other in new ways tliat were 

not explicitly taught previously (Devany, liayes, & Nelson, 1986; 

Dube, Mcllvane, Mackay & Stoddard, 1987; Laxar, 1977; ijt-zur, 

Davis-Lang, & Sanchez, 1984; Lazar & Kotlarchyk, 1986; Sidnîff), 1971;
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Siciman & Cresson, 1973; Sicknan, Kirk & Willson-Morris, 1985; Sicknan 

h Tailby, 1982; SCromer & Osbo^e, 1982; Wetherby, Karlan & 

Spradlin, 1983). If an individual is taught to match A to B and thaï ■ 

A to C, he or she will be able to match B to A, C to A, B to C and C

to B without additional training.

To illustrate, a picture of an apple, the written word APPLE, and 

the spoken word "apple" are stimuli that initially have no relation to 

' each other in terms of meaning or physical topography. Given the 

appropriate contingencies, however, these physically dissimilar 

stimuli become functionally interrelated to ,§)rm à class of equivalent 

stimuli.

A stimulus equivalence class is said to exist if the stimuli . in
j •

the class slrow the three defining properties of reflexivity, symmetry,

• and transitivity (Sidman & Tailby, 1982). Reflexivity refers to 

generalized Identity matching, vdiereby a novel stimulus is matched to 

itself under conditions of.no reinforcement. For example, reflexivity . 

would be demonstrated if the subject, having been siiown the written 

\-x>rd Al̂ PLE, could select that same word from a list of words even if 

reinforcanent of that choice was not forthcaning. Put another^yVb 

reflexive relation can be expressed as **if A, then A; if B, then B," 

and so (XI.

Symmetry is said to \©ti^ if two different stimuli • are’ 

functionally reversible; "if A, ' then B; if B, then A." Syimetry

refers to an wtrained bidirectional relationship betv^en two stimuli.

If the stimuli in each training pair afe also related in the reverse 

order without training, symmetry is said to exist. For

I example. In the presence of the written word APPLE, a picture of an
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»applë is selected and reinforced. Then, without reinforcanent, in the 

presence of a picture of an apple, the written word AFl’LK is chosen.

The third defining property of the equivalence relatiai,
■

.transitivity, requires at least three stimuli. If the relations "if 

A, then B" and "if A, then C" are taught, transitivity would be 

demonstrated if the relation "if B, then C" emerged wAhout additional 

. training. Transitivity refers to the relatechoess of a givei>- stimulus 

pair as a result of a prior linkage to a conmx>n mediating stimulus.

To illustrate, if a picture of an apple iS^elected in th'e presence ol 

the written word APPLE, and if the spoken word "apple" is selected 

upon seeing the written word APPLE, transitivity is said to occur if, 

without additional teaching, the spoken word "apple" is chosen u}xw 

seeing a picture of an apple.

- . ■ ■ This experiment will modify this basic model by using substitute

stimuli, stimuli the subjects will have not seen previously in this
V*- * • '

context, instead of the original stimuli during the equivalence 

testing phase. Thus, the paradign outlined above would now becfxne "if 

A, then B" and "if A, then C," but now the transitive relation becomt;s 

"if B, then new C." If this new transitive relation tsnerges, we can . 

conclüde that the new stimulus effectively functioned as a substitute 

for the original stimultrs, thereby demonstrating implicit behavior 

The properties of an equivalence relation are smimari%ed in Table 1 

(see Table 1). ' ’
Stimulus equivalence has been demcmstrated with a variety of 

subjects. It has been shown in normal children and adults (e.g., 

Lazar, 1977; Sidman et al.,. 1985; Sidman, Rauzin, -Ijagar, (junningham, 

Tailby, & Carrigan. 1982; Sidman & Tailby1982), and mentally
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Table 1

Properties of the Equivalence Relatlcan. ^
À . '

1. Reflexivity; "If A, then A. If B, then B" etc.

2. Symmetry : "If A, then B. If B, then A."

3% Transitivity; "If A, then B; If A, then C,

'Iherefor^ if B, then C."
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handicapped individvials (e.g., Devany et al.* 1986; Dixon & Spradlin, 

1976; Dube et al., 1987; Sidman et al., 1974; Stromer & Osborne, 

1982). Equivalence ‘ relations have also emerged using arbitrary 

stimuli (e.g.,, Devany et al., 1986; Lazar, 1977; Lazar et al.,

1984), with stimuli presented in the visual tnodality (e.g., Î azar et 

si., 1984), or in both visual and auditory modalities (e.g..Dixon 6 

Spradlin, 1976). Sidman et al. ■ (1985) found that the equivalence

model could be expanded to six-roanber equivalence classes.
, ,

Although conditional discriminations have been shown in pigeons

(e.g., Kendall, 1983), monkeys (e.g., D'Amato, Salmon, & Colimbo,

1985; Sidman, Lazar, Cunningham, Tailby & Carrigan, 1982), and

dolphins (e.g., Herman & Thoapson, 1982), the emergence of equivalence

relations, in non-humans has yet to be demonstrated. The failure of

non-humans’ to demonstrate the formation of equivalence classes

Indicates that equivalence will. not automatically occur should an

organism learn• various conditional discriminations. Hayes h Wulfert

(1987) suggest tliat stimulus equivalence may be, related to langu;,ige

■ ability. The findings of Devany, Hayes 4 Nelson (1986) lend sup|X)ri

to this notion. They found that stimulus equivalence will «nerge in

httcmal or retarded children with langr^ge ability but not in

language-unpaired retarded children.

To date, however, no published research lias used the equivalence

paradigpi to demonstrate ùnplicit behavior. 'Ihe main purpose of the

present research is to anpirically demonstrate implicit tehavior by

inserting a siAstitute stimulus in place of the original stimulus

during the equivalency testing phase. 'Ihe study of when and how an

• individual engages in implicit bdiavlor is a function of one's
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familiarity with thê  person's history of . responses to various 

conditions of stimulation. This knowlWge enables the observer to 

discern and predict which objects are substitutable for other objects, 

and to draw appropriate conclusions. Ihis study will examine the 

formation and demonstration of implicit responding. By creating and 

mtxiitdring a history of responding in each subject, it will be able to 

predict which substitute stimuli are controlling their implicit 

reactions.
Ihere are four main questions this thesis will address:

1. Can implicit behavior be demonstrated using, a stimulus equivalence 

model?

2. Can the stimulus phase of the implicit response be identified?

3. Is there any .difference in the acquisition of stimulus equiyalaice 

When pictures, are used during the training phase and are thèn 

substituted by words during the test phase versus words, being used in 

training and pictures used during testing?

4.' Vlhat, implications might this have on psychopathology (i.e., 

labelling and interpreting situations and experiences)?

Method

The equivalence paradi^.used in this experiment is outlined in 

Figure 1. Fbur classes of stimuli were used, each class consisting of 

three stimuli. Three of these classes always contained arbitrary, 

abstract stimuli (see Figure 1). The fourth class consisted of 

photographs of faces in one condition of the experiment, and nouns in 

the seccHid experimental condition. Solid lines in the figure indicate
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Figure 1. The equivalence model used In this experiment. The stimuli in

Sets A, B, and C are arbitrary nonsense shapes. Set D stimuli are, in
- -

condition 1, ptotograph slides of faces, and in condition 2. nouns that 

each describe one of the faces. During thè testing for equivalence 

phase, nouns were substituted for faces in condition 1. and faces for 

nouns in condition 2. Arrows point •from sample to comparison. The solid 

arrows AB, AG, and DC represent conditional relations' that were <acpltclt- 

ly taught to tdte subjects. Hie broken arrows IB, BD, AD, BC. CB. and cb 

indicate those relations that were tested for emergent equivalency or 

sgnnetry.
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• ' '

relatione that were explicitly taught during the training plxase. 

Dashed lines indicate the equivalence relations which were probed for 

during the tegtingSg^ae.

Subjects ' .

Twenty University students, ten males and ten females, 

participated in the experiment. Their ages ranged from 18 to 25, with 

a mean of 19.5 years. They came to the laboratory for two sessions 

lasting approximately one hour each, the exact duration depending on

the amount of training each subject required to learn and maintain

baseline matching performances. Each individual was paid, upon 

completion of the . experiment, seven dollars for his or her 

participation.

Apparatus

Subjects sat before à panel consisting of a screen onto which 

photograph slides of the stimuli were projected; three keys, each of 

which correspônded to one of the three comparison stimuli shown on the 

screen; and a green and red light, indicating whether the subject’s 

selection was correct or incorrect.

The experimenter was situated in an adjacent room.. He

manipulated a control panel consisting of an advance slide button, as

well as a correct response and an incorrect response button. He also 

noted subjects' responses on a master data sheet.

The stimuli consisted of 9 abstract nonsense shapes, 3 photograph 

slides of faces, each with a different facial expression, and 3 nouns 

v^ich were related to the faces. The facial expressions and 

correspCMiding nouns were; a happy face - HOLIDAYS; a sad face -
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FlMïRAL; and a mean face - TÜPÏURE.

The photographs of the three, facial expressions were chosen from 

Ekman's (1976) , Pictures of Facial Affect, Ttie same individual, 

male, appeared in all three pictures. Each f^otogtaph chosen Cn

the basis of Ekman's (1976) normative data of observer's racings for

each facial expression. Those expressions scoring in perceived rating 

of happiness, sadness, and anger were used. .

These nouns were chosen because they corresponded with, the facial 

depressions yet. were not overly obvious in their relatedness to the 

photographs (as would bp the case if the wards ilAPPY, SAD. ^id ARJRY 

were chosen, for example). In other words, the nouns were selected

because they had a common cultural relatedness to the Facial

expressions, and thus would serve as suitable counterparts to the 

faces. .

In one experimental condition, the abstract shapes and facial 

photographs were used during the training phase, -and the nouns were 

substituted in place of the photographs during the testing for 

equivalence phase. In the second condition, the shapes and'nouns were 

used during the training,phase, and the pFiotographs substituted for 

the adjectives during the test phase-

Each slide consisted of a sample stimulus, shown at the top of 

the screen,, and three comparison stimuli, displayed in a row helow the 

sajiple. Each stimulus was approximately 2" X 1.6",

Procedure ~ .

\ There were three phases in this experiment: an identity matching

phase (to .test for reflexivity), a training phase involving the 

correct matching of one of three comparison stimuli to a sample
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sttnjulus, and a test f>hase which investigated, v^ether or not 

équivalence had emerged. Each subject was taught individually, and ̂  

each underwent the same training sequence. A general outline of the 

sequence of the experiment is shovn in Table 2 (see Table 2).

Ihe ideritlty. matching phase involved the subject matching a givm 

sample stimulus to an identical comparison stimulus. This served as a 

test for reflexivity and also helped the subject become oriented to 

the testing environment. After each response, correct choices were 

followed bÿ.the lllunination of a green light. . Incorrect choices were 

followed by a red light. (Similar feedback was also given for all 

other types of relations, with the ' èxcepti(ai of the 

test-for-equivalency probe items, »*iere no feedback was administered). 

Ohce the subject met the criterion of 24 correct out of 24 • items, he 

or she began the training phase.

IXiring the training phase, subjects were told to try and , match, 

through a trial and error process, the correct comparison with the 

sample stimuli. . Subjects first learned to select B1 in the presence 

of A1, B2 in the presence.of A2, and B3 in the presence Of A3 (i.e., 

AB matching), Ihe same three coriiparison stimuli, one correct and - the 

other two incorrect, appeared on every trial. Subjects went through 

balanced sets of 30 items until they achieved a criterion of at least 

29 correct trials in a set. Thus, if a subject achieved 28 or fewer 

correct items out of a 30 item set, he or she was administered another 

set of 30 items of the same training relation. This procedure was - 

done until he or she scored a minünura of 29 correct out of 30 for tfat 

particular relation, after v^ich the next type of training relaticn 

would cS(TOence. The training relations are presented in figure 2 (see
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Training and Testing Sequences.

I. Identity Matching (test for reflexivity)

Page 30

II. Training Ph^e; Teaching Matching to Sample.

1. AB; Set A (samples) and Set B (caaparisons)

2. AC: Set A (samples) and. Set C (cc*nparisons)

3. AB and AC; Mixed trial from phases 1 and 2.

4. DC: Set D (condition 1, picture samples; condition 2, noun

samples) and Set G (comparisons)

5. AB, Ac, and DC: Mixed trial from phases 3 and 4

III, Testing for Equivalence Phase

1. E©: equivalence probes in baseline of AB, AG, and 1X2

2. BD: equivalence probes in baseline of AB, AC, and 1X2

3- AD: equivalence probes in baseline of AC.and. 1X2

4. BC: equivalence probes in baseline of AB and AC

5. CB: equivalence probes in baseline of AB and AC
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Comparisons

Relation Sample Correct Incorrect

A1B1 ^ ' 11 ' c p

A2R2 ' i f ■ )  .
O  (s>

A3R3 3 '
<1= Cp  ^

Aid n <ù D
A2C2

if Ï70
A3C3 C 7

Ü1C1 (Condition 1) © < 2 ) 0

D2C2 (Condition 1) © fPD
l)3(̂  (Condition 1) Q a P < 0

Did, (Condition.2) HOLllAY » F - 2 ) 0

D2C2 (Condition 2) FUNERAL < D p - D
D%3 (Condition 2) TORTURE D  •

Figure 2. Each row depicts a particular .training relation, including the 

sanple stimulus as well as the correct and incorrect cqnparison stimuli.

Set D, Condition J, stimuli were actual photographs of happy, sad, and 

angry facial expressions respectively. '
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«
Figure 2). ,

Itie next step involved the subjects' 1 earning AO much ing, where 

A1 was paired with Cl, A2 with 02, and A3 with 03. ünee they r'eachoii 

criterion (29 out of 30 correct), they advanced to step 3, in wiiich AH 

and AC itOTs were combined and mixed. Here, the subjects had to 

deïĴ tfïfrate correct matching of canparison stimuli from Set H oh Set C ' 

to a sample stimulus^frcm Set A. balanced î ets of 3h it ons each wtve 

presented cntil they were able to achieve at least 29 correct .in a 

set..
■ 'Step 4 of the training phase cOhsisted of teaching IX: relations.

In condition 1, the abstract .catiparnt̂ on stimuli Iran Set (: were to

match the correct sample stimuli, the-pictures of faces,, from Set 1).

In condition 2, the format was identical witli the exception that nouns

were used in place of the pictures. Again, 29 correct trials out of

30 were required ■ before the subject proceeded to step 'j of ihe

training phase. , .

• Step 5 involved mixing all three AH, AC, and IX: trial types in

balanced sets of 45 trials. Demonstration of mastery at this step

occurred vtien the criteriop of 43 correct itarvs out of 45 wfis reached.

Once the subjects achieved the learning criterion of the combined

AH, AG, and DC task, tliey underwent a test phase in which probes of

various untaught relations were intermittently inserted into a

baseline of the previously taught baseline relations. .'ihis procedtire

-indicated v2iether or not equivalence relations had eroergixi. Subjects

were-*' told ■ that they would not be informed as to whether their answer

was correct or incorrect for some of the items (i.e., 'the probe,
' - _rtrials), but would be informed for the remaining items (i.e>., the
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baseline trials).'
In step 1 of the test phase, (1% items were . inserted into a 

baseline of AB, AC, and IX] trials. In order to demonstrate whether or 

not implicit beljavior was occurring, the nouns were substituted in 

place of the pictures of faces for subjects in condition 1, and the 

pictures of faces for the ̂ ouns for those in condition 2. Ihpt is, in 

• . cases vdoere the picture^ were used during the training phase, the 

nouns were now used instead during the test-for-equivalence phas% In 

 ̂ cases vdiere the nouns were used, during the training phase,, the

pictures were substituted instead during the test phase.

During stqa 2, BD probeb were inserted in a similar baseline of 

■ AH, AC, arid DC. Each DB or BD têst consisted of 90 baseline and 30 

probe trials, for a total of 120 trials; Again, the stimuli in Set D 

were substituted for by either the pictures of faces or the noms, 

depeiding on the type of Set D stimuli the subject received during the 

' training phase.

. Step 3 involved the insertion of AD probes into a baseline of AC 

and IX] items. Step 4 and step 5 saw BC and CB probes, respectively, 

inserted into a baseline of AB and AC trials. Steps 3, 4, bnd 5

consisted of 90 items each, including 60 baseline and 30 probe trials. 

The probe test relations for Conditions 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 3 

and 4, respectively, (seé Figures 3 and 4),
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Q'xiip.n'i sons

delation Sample Correct

D1B1 HüT̂ IDAY. C P

D2B2 FUNERAL
:

D3B3 TORTURE 0 7  .

B1D1 o IDLIOAY HWERA!,. 'HSRIUKI-:

B2D2 FUNERAL ■ HOLIIAY, •1X)RT0RJ-:

B3D3 & TURTIURE HOLIliAY, funeral, •

A1D1 H HOLIDAY ■ FUNERAL. TOR'IURH

A2D2 FUNERAL HOLIDAY; TORTURE

A3D3 5 . TORTURE- HOLIIAY, FUNERAL

HI Cl o F
B2C2 r  C 7

B3C3 ( p . C 7

C1B1. V O . 'f'

C2B2 P
C3B3 o < P

y
C 7

C1D1 F HOLIDAY FUNERAL, TORTURE ,

C2Ü2 ^JNERAL HYLILAY, TORTURE

, C3D3■ o TORTURE HOLIDAY, nJNERAi.

Figure 3. Each row depicts à particular Condition ptobe relation,
' - —  including the sample stimulus as well as the correct and incortèct comparisijn

stimuli.
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Comparisons
Hp]aCion Sanple Correct Incorrect

' Q  O  -O' (S=Pi B1D2Ü2 . . Q ❖ oD3B3 0 p p ©■
B101 CP ' O- O GH2D2 . I ' 0 Q- ©B3D3 (P 0 Q ©
A1D1 o ' .0,©A2P2 ■if 0 © ©A3D3 : O' Q 0
B1Ç1- F 0 C7B2C2 0 Ç C7B3C3 o . P 0
C1B1 , F o iC2Ü2 ■ ̂ o (pC3B3 CP

ClDl . O © 'QC2D2 0 © ©C3Ü3 o © © ©
Figure 4. Each row depicts ^  particular Conditityi ,2 probe relation, 
including the sample stimulus as well the correct and incorrect comparison 
stimuli. Set D stimuli were actual photographs, of happy <D1 ). sad (D2) and 
angry (D3) facial expressions., respectively.
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Data Analysis

Analysis-of the data was relatively straightfarword. ITie minl>er 

of sets of trials required for each, subject to achieve the training, 

criterion were recorded. As well, percentage of correct res;*)nses 

were calculated for both the baseline training trials and the 

equivalence testing trials. A subject'$, score had to be at least 

correct in the testing phase for it to be.concluded that equivalence 

relations had been formeii. Special .attentidhXîas given to vdiether or , 

not Set D stimuli (i.e., the stimuli that will be substituted ior 

during the equivalence testing phase) Jformed equivalence relations 

with other sets of stimuli. If equivalence were to aijergo with the 

substituted stimuli of Set 0 -stimuli that the subject will not have 

seen before the test phase- then it may be asserted that implicit 

behavior had been empirically dauonstrated. '

Those subjects viio received Conditioti 1 (i.e., nouns substituted 

for faces) [Were compared to Chose in Condition 2 (i.e., faces

substituted for nouns) to examine . whether any differences existeti 

regarding the rate of learning during the matching-to-scmiple-phase 

and, especially, the acquisition of equivalence relation.s.

Reliability ■ ,

Reliability data o^hsba-sS^ring of-responses ' were collected in 

20% of the sessions. Two undergraduate students alternated between 

sessions as scorers. Each observer was given a general overview of 

the nature of the’research, but were not conversant with the nature of 

the experiment in any detail.

■ The experimenter and the second scorer were situated ip the 

control room in a way Chat ensured neither one could observe the
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other's data sheet. As well, measures were taken to conceal the' 

feedback’ (i.e., the .green and red lights for correct and Incorrect 

responses) given by the experimenter no the subject following each 

response.

The following formula was used to calculate reliability: 

(AgrfeaTients/Agreanaits + Disagreements) X 100.

A given item was considered an "agreement" if the experimenter and 

observer both recorded the response as correct or incorrect. Any 

discrepancies in scoring were considered a "disagr^raent." As 

illustrated in Table 3, interobserv’er agreement never fell below 99% 

for any given block of itejns (see Table 3).

/
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Table 3 - ' . . . . .

Reliability scores; Interobserver agreaiieht (in ' percentages) throvighoi.it 

multiple sessions. .

Number of trials Aj>reemenL

27!! ' . 1̂1)

• 474 . , jÜÜ
534. . KlU
1.95 . 1ÜÜ
399 KXi
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Results

Briefly, in Condition 1 (i.e., nouns substituted for faces), five 

of ten subjects unequivocally demonstrated 4-stage equivalency for 

both IJB and BD relations. Two additional subjects, D.F. and T.O., 

eventually acquired 4^stage relations. Subject D.F. did not provide 

evidence for equivalence during.the EB probe phase, but did acquire 

4-stage relations during the BD "probes. Subject T.O. did not meet 

the criterion for any equivalency^relatlons until the latter- part of 

probe testing. ' His perfect performance on the CD probes.led to a 

retesting of the DB probes, v^ére he demonstrated the new formation of 

4-stage relaticms. Subjects D.D., S.J., and L.W., failed to 

deraohstrate equivalency for the DB and BD probes.

A third probe type, AD, required the substitution- of \(̂ rds for 

faces. Six of ten subjects successfully demonstrated'equivalency for 

this probe relation.

Performance on the BC and CB probes was generally improved, with 

nine of ten subjects either iiimediately. or eventually demonstrating 

equivalence.

The remaining probe type, CD, was a test of symmetry. Again, all

those v̂ io previously, substituted the words' for the faces quite
' -

naturally demonstrated symmetry of CD relations as well. A total of 

eight subjects gave evidence for s^petrical relations. '

For Condition 2 (i.e., faces substituted for nouns), a total of 

six of ten subjects either immediately or eventually demonstrated

4-stage equivalence relations. These same six subjects provided 

evidence for 3-sftege /d) relations as.well. One subject, N.G., gave 

superficial evidence of emergent 4-stage equivalency during the BD
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probe test. For reasons given below, Wwever, it is dbubttiil th«t she 

in fact substituted the faces for words until the final CD' test, 

Ei^hf of ten subjects demonstrated BC and CB equivalence relations. 

Only one person, N.S., failed to show the CD syiumetrlcal.relation. He 

later disclosed that he indeed had knowledge of the relationship 

between the words and faces, yet chose to follow an alternative 

strategy of his own.

Presented below are detailed , results of each subject's 

performance.

Condition 1_ (nouns substituted for faces)

Subject P.P. ■

Subject P.P. reached criterion at each stage of the conditional 

baseline training relations in one set of 30 trials, with the 

exception of sots AB and AC, (diich required two sets of trials each. 

Her training relation scores were as follows : set AB - 25/30 (83.3%)
aid 30/30; set AC - 27/30 (90%) and 29/30 (96.7%); set AH and AC 
mixed - 30/30; set DC -.29/30; and set AB, AC and IX] mixed - 45/45. 

Training relation scores for all 20 subjects are shown in Table 4 (see 
Table 4). • •

. IXiring the ensuing testing-for-equivalénce phase, her accuracy, 

for baseline relations throughout the entire .testing phase was-100' 

percent. The insertion of novel probe trials among the explicitly 

taught training items, therefore, did not disrupt her baseline 

. performance. '

Subject P.P. ■ failed to demonstrate equivalence class formatim 

for any probe type during the testing phase. The results reflect
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■ Table 4

Subjecte’ scores on explicitly tau^t conditional discrimination training 

relations. Each score represents one set of items. Training was continued 

until criterion for each type of relation was met: 24/24 for Reflexivity

items; 29/30 for sets AB, AC, , AB/AC mixed and DC; .and 43/45 for set 

AB/AC/DC mixed. ‘ ,

•Subject Reflexivity AB AC AB/AC DC AB/AC/DC

1. (D.Ü.) 24/24 25/30 . 27/% 30/% 29/% . 45/45
29/30 30/30

2. (K.M.). 24/24 . 24/30 25/30 % / % 27/30 45/45
30/30 30/30̂ %/30 ,

3. (S.J.)- 24/24 -24/30 30/30 % / % 28/% 45/45

30/30 %/30
4. (L.W.) 24/24 25/30 28/30 % / % % / % 44/45

29/30 30/30 .
5. (D.F.) . 24/24 24/30 30/30 % / % 29/% 45/45

30/30 ' ;
b. (H.J.) 24/24 27/30 24/30 %/30 29/30 45/45

30/30 30/30
,7. (J;0.) 24/24 21/30 28/30 %/30 30/30' y^/45

30/30 . 30/30 , ,

8. (R.h.) 24/24 . 30/30 26/30
30/30

%/30 %/30 45/45

9. (Ü.G.) 24/24 0/30
27/30
30/30

27/30
30/30

%/30 26730

%/30
45/45 :
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Table 4 (Con't)

Subject Reflexivity

10.(J.W.) .23/24
24/24

n.(N.G.) 24/24

.S.) 24/24

13.(B.C..) . .24/24.

14.(A.G.) " 24/24

•M
15.(C.J.)

17.(N.S.)

18.(S.C.)

T9.(S.B.)

20.(B.D.)

24/24

24/24

24/24

24/24

24/24

24/24.

AB

22/jo
%/30

25/30
30/30
25/30
30/30
19/30.
2B/3Ü
21/30
30/30
27/30

30/æ.

13/30
30/30

24/30
30/30
25/30
30/30
18/30
30/30
25/30
30/30
.28/30
30/30

AC

28/30
30/30
20/30
29/30
22/30
.30/30
21/30
30/30

28/30
30/)0
23/30
30/30
29/30

AB/AC ix: 

30/30 .30/30

.30/30 25/30
30/30

30/30 / 26/30
30/30

29/30 26/30
1 30/30

ÀB/AÜ/DC

28/30
30/30
18/30
26/30.
30/30
30/30

30/30

27/30
30/30

30/30

29/30 30/30

30/30

30/30

30/30

26/30 
30/30 
27/3() 
30/30 
27/30 
30/30 
26/30 
30/30 
30/30

45/45

44/45

45/45

45/45

27/30 45/45
29/30
30/30 - 45/45

45/45

45/45

^/45

45/45

45/45
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forma of stimulus control that were mrelated to the explicitly taught 

baseline relations. Questioning following the experiment revealed 

tJiat she selected comparisons during probes on the basis of whether or 

• not the shape of the comparison stimulus seemed to "match" the sample 

stimulus in some arbitrary way, and not dn any knowledge of previous 

relations. . '

In the 4-stage DB and BD probe trials, she scored 10/30 (33.3%)

probe trials correct in both cases. Her . pattern of responding 

rertained relatively consistent for,these probe items. During BD probe 

testing, in the presence of sample stimulus D1 (HOLIMY), she chose 

B2-; vhen .sanple stynulus D2 (FUN15RAL) arose, she chose either. B3 or 

B1 ■; and for sample stimulus ü3 (TORHJPE), she chose S3 on all ten 

trials. IXiringBD probe testing, similar stimulus relations were 

ma intained, with samples B1, B2, and B3 resulting in comparison 

choices of D1, Ù2, and D3 respectively. . ■

.arT.» Her per̂ lljraance dwring the 3-stage BC and CB ' probe tests also 

failed to provide evidence for equivalence class formation. Her 20/30 

,(6.6..6%) score during the BC test was the result of the correct 

•matching of CV with B1- and 02 with B2, but the erroneous matching of 

Cl with B3. This pattern of responding was similar dtaring the CB 

probe test, although comparison stimuli B3 was at times erroneously 

paired with Cl as was B3 with C3. She scored 22/30 (73.3%) during the 

. CB probe test-. ,

The final probe type, the CD test for symmetrical relations; 

resulted in a 23/% (76.6%) score. In the présence'of Ç1, she

correctly chose D1 on seven it^s and then switched to D3 for the 

final 3 trials of ■ that type. Comparison stimulus 02 was correctly
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matched with'02 for all ten trials, as was D3 with 03 in the first six
r  ' •

cases, With D1 ‘ being matched with 03'for the remaining four items.

Results of the probe performances foÿ^ubjécts 1 , 2, 3 and 4 are

depicted,in Figure 5 (see Figure 59.

Subject K.M..

Subject K.M. was able to ,achieve the require».! criterion for the

training phase with relative ease. Snk needed only one set of I tuns

to danonstrate sufficient learning for the rtflexivity set, as well as

sets AB/AC mixed and AB/AC/IXJ mixed. All other matching-to-sauple

relations'(AB, AC, bnd IX))’ reqùired two sets before criterion was

reached. Accuracylevel, for any given set never fell be bow 25/30

' (83.3%). These explicitly taught relations were maintained at a KX)%

level of accuracy during the test-for-equivalence, phase as well.

Subject K.M.'8 overall performance during the probe tést (hase

indicated, without exception, the danonstration of equivalence cla.s.s

formation,for each type of probe. For the DB- probe itans,. her first

two of three answers were incorrect, after which she got. ail the 
»

remaining items correct. for a score of 28̂ 3̂0 (93.3%). She Chen scored

a perfect 30/30 on the BD probe tests, and 29/30 (91.7%) on the

three-stage /U) probes. Her performance during thesé three probe

tests, thich required the stbstitution of the appropriate words for

the faces, suggested that the type of implicit behavior hyixjtheslxed• ^
in this study was indeed occurring.

The remaining BC, CB, and CD probe tests each showed scores of 

30/30, indicative of three-stage equivalence formation and, in the 

latter case, of symmetry.
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Sub1ect S.J. ■ ■ «

Subject S.J. learned the various Wseline relations with tew 
difficulties. -He achieved the necessary criterion for learning in one 

set of items in most cases, with the exception of sets AH and IXh His

lowest score, occurred in the first set of AD items (24/30 Or W t ) ,

followed by the first DC set he atteinpted (28/30 or 43. it). Ail. 

remaining sets during the training phase were UK)1 correct. Subject

S.J.'s baseline performance was uniformly excellent throufjiout the

testing phase as well. He made only two baseline errors during tfn) 

testiPg sequences. ■ •

Subject S.J. was unable to provide evidence ot equivalence

relations- for any of the-probe tests involving sdxstitution of faces
' - - \ . with words. The f out-stage DH and BD tests resulted in hi$ correctly

matching D3 with B3 in most cases, but erroneously matching 1)1 with H2

and D2 with Bl. He scored 9/30 (30%) on the DB probes and 11/30

(36.7%) on the BD probes.

In the-next test, his 15/30 (50%). score consisted of the <»rrect

matching of A3 with D3 for all ten trials, hi with 1)2 on the first

three trials of that probe type, and A1 with D1 on the first rw>

instances of that particular probe. Tlie remaining probe trials
V ' ' . - *resulted in the pairing of A1 with 1)2 and A2 with 1)1.

: ' '' His perfect scores on both the BC and CB probe tests ■ provided

solid evidence for .the existence of three-stage equivalence relations.

Once again, however, the CD symmetry test, a ’test t,;hich involves

stimulus substitution, failed to denonstrate ImBvledge of the relathxi

between the adjectives'and faces. He scored 11/30 or 36.7% correct.

A fine-grained analysis of his errors revealed a similar pattern as
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other probe tests. The third member of the probe class of ■ stimuli, 

03," was correctly matched with the corresponding sample stimulus, C3. 

Stimulus Cl was consistently matched with D2„ as was 02 with D1.

Subject S.J.'s consistent pattern of responding suggested forms 

of control that were unrelated to classes of stimuli formed during .the 

training j>hase. A debriefing session following the experiment 

revealed that, during the probe phase, he initially formed his own 

classes by randomly matching a shape with an adjective. Once this 

pattern was established, he continued with it throughout the 

experiment. Interestingly, he mentioned that he came to associate the 

faces with the adjectiyes during the CD synmetry test, but continued 

with his original stimulus, classes nonetheless. Thus, despite 

eventual . knowledge' of the relation between the faces and words, he 

remained consistent with his own class formation strategy. , .

S jjb je c t  L .W . ■ •

Subject L.W.̂  was able to demonstrate mastery over each of the
. .

explicitly ' taugiit relations in one set, with Che exceptions of set AB 

and AC, \Aich required *in additional set of items, Her lowest score, 

25/30 (83.3%), was obtained on the first trial of set AB. The level

of accuracy for baseline items was also high during the 

testing-for-equivalance phase. She made’only three baseline errors 

throughout the entire course of tl̂ e testing phase.

During the foUr-stage DB andi BD probe tests, her performance .did 

not reflect the emergence of equivalence relations.- She scored 15/30 

(50%) on the DB test, with her errors occurring by the matching of B2 

with Df, and Bl with D2, Her score dropped to 10/30 (33.3%) during 

the BD probe test. Here, she always chose D2 in the presence of Bl,
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and D1 In the present^ of 62. Stimulus D3 was cotrecély matched with 

B3 on all ten occassions. •

. Subject L.W.'s 10/30 (33.3%) score on the three-stage AD probe 

test was. a function of the correct matching of D1 with A1 In all ten 

cases, but tî̂ e incorrect pairing of D3 with A2 and D2 with A3i It was 

clear that she was making her choices bSsed on her own set of rules 

and not on any substitution involving previously taught relations.

The three-stage IK and (B probe tests, v̂ iich involved only 

equivalence relations and not any. substitutive response, were 

perfectly done in both cases. Thus, she could in fact danonstrate 

equivalence so long as no substitution of stimuli was involved.

. Interestingly, the CD syrarietry test, a test vdiich requires the 

substitution of faces for words, was also perfectly done. Is it 

possible that she finally came to realize the word's relatiai to the 

faces, and wuld now be able to deimonstrate the more difficult 

four-stage class formation? Unfortunately, she was unable to stay for 

further testing to confirm this possibility. *

Upon completion of the experiment,- however, she mentioned that 

she had, indeed, associated the nouns with: the corresponding faces. 

Despite: this knowledge, she followed her own, rules during sets DB, BD, 

and AD. For example, one such rule might be expressed as follows:

"in the presa)ce of the word FUNERAL, chose stimulus Bl since it 

resembles a casket." Clearly, the results for-sets DB, BD and AD can • 

at least be partially explained by her- tendency to match- a noun to the 

sample stimulus based on the latter'a shape, and not an the previously 

Caught relations. ,
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Subject D.Fl , ■
Subject D.F. reached criterion in one set &>r each of the

t various types of explicitly taught relations, in each case making only

one or no errors/ the only exception to this was set AB, in vtiich she

scored 24/30 (80%) in the first trial and thcs required a second

attt^pt (vAiere a perfect 30/30 score was attained). Further, her

'baseline accuracy rate remained ahnost perfect throughout the ^obe

testing phase, with only one itan being incorrectly matched. '
«

In the testing-for-equivalence phase, she began the DB probe test 

by incorrectly chosing B2 in the presence of D1 on six occassions, andI -V ™  Bl in the presence of Ü2 on four'occassiohs. • About halfway through

the IB probe test, however, she changed her response pattern such that 

Bl, B2, and B3 were all correctly matched with D1, D2 and 03 

respectively. This change in. response strategy, would seem to suggedt 

ah acquisition of the four-stage DB équivalence relations. It is 

plausible that the pivotal point came when she evaitually vHiderstood 

the relationship between the faces and words, and*was thereafter in a ■ 

position to acquire D6 equivalence.

The ranaining probe tests (BD, AD, BC, CB, and CD) all provided 

strohg evidence for the existence of four-* and three-stage equivalence 

classes as well, as symmetrical DC relations. All these test types 

were done flawlessly, with 30/30 scores in each. Therefore, once 

equivalence emerged in the IB probe test, she readily demwstrated . 

knowledge of other untaught relations between classes of stimuli. The

pfobe ^rforraances of subjects 5, 6, 7 and B are .shown in Flgvnre 6■* ' ' • ■ '
(see Figure 6,). .
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Subject H.J,

In the training phase, subject H.J. had some minor difficulties 

in daronstrating the prerequisite leaniing.' Both the AB and AC sets 

required two sets of trials before criterion was met. She attained a 

score of 27/30 (90%) in the first AB set before subsequently scoring 

30/30. As well, she scored 24/30 (80%) on her first AC set before 

scoring 30/30 on the next. The remaining types of relations were 

learned in one set.. iXiring the ensuing probe tests, she maintained an 

excellent accuracy rate on baseline items, making only one error 

throughout the entire test phase. , ’

Subject H.J. demonstrated equivalence relations for each test 

type, fact, after answering the very first.probe test Iton (in set 

DB) incorrectly, she got all.the remaining probe items in the testing, 

phase correct. She later reported that she connected the faces with

noms after this first probe item error, and was able to correctly 

match the remaining probe items with relative ease. Clearly, H.J. 

unequivocally dancnstrated the formation of every type of equivalence 

and symnetrical relation tested during the probe phase.

Subject T.Ü.

In the training se^ent of the experiment, Subject T.O. required 

two sets of items AB and AC. He scored 21 /3Ô. (70%) on the first AB 

set and 28/30 (93.3%) on the the first AC set,, after . vdiich he 

demonstrated a satisfactory level of learning. The other sets of 

explicitly taught conditional discriminaticms were all done adequately 

in one trial. Further, no baseline errors were made during probe

testing. • -

• The testing-for-equivalaice phase resulted in an interesting
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sequence of events. He did not provide evidence for the anergence of 

equivalence relations initially, but acquired it near.the latter ŵjrt 

of the testing phase. During the debriefing session, he reporter!

that, during those initial sets vdiere wrds were incorpi:)rated into the 

probe items, he made his choices based op wlilch stimulus shape seetuéd 

most .closely associated with a particular noun. For instance, during 

the DB probe test, when the word TOLIhW (DÎ) was presented, he cliose 

stimulus B2 because it resembled an oddly-sliaped beach towel to him. 

When FUNERAL (D2) was ■ presented, he chose stimulus B3 because he 

imagined, it to be a coffin. Finally, when TORTURE,(D3) apppeared, he 

also chose ,B3 because it looked like a device th^t could inflict p.ain • 

on others.

He scored 10/30 (33.3%) on the DB test and 0/30 on the BD test. 

His answers for the BD test were consistent with the DB items outlined 

above, with the exceptiqp that he matched D3 with Bl. Why this change 

of .strategy occurred is unclear.

His 20/30 (66.6%) score on the AD test was somewhat of an 

improvement, although it could not be said to be indicative of 

equivalence relations. Stimuli A2 and D'2 as well as A3 and D3 were 

correctly matched, vhereas A1 was Incorrectly paired with 03.

Subject T.O.'s low score on the-iC probes (9/30 or 30%) also 

indicated a failure for equivalence to emerge. He correctly chose 

comparison stimulus C2 in the presence of 8#nple stinclus B2 on nine 

occassions. He erroneously matched Cl with B3 and C3 with Bl in ten 

trials of each and Cl with B2 on one occasion.

The CB test, however, resulted in a 27/30 (90%) score, thus
' I

meeting criterion for the existence of three-stage equivalence

-A
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relaciwa. It appears as though this probe test might have been a 

turning poin^ for him in the sense that,.from this point on, he was 

able to demonstrate both equivalence and symmetrical relations.'

The CD test for syiranetry was perfectly done by subject T.O. As 

as result of this demonstrated knowledge of lower level relations, he 

was retested txi the Ui probes. The results, a 27/30 score' (90%), 

indicated the acquisition of four-stage stimulus equivalence,. Thus, 

the overall pattern of results suggest an absence of equivalence 

relations initially; however, ftofri the CB probe test onwards, subject 

' T.O. was able to ^ccessfully demonstrate symmetry as well as

four-stage stimulus equivalence. ,

Subject R.B.

Subject R.B. learned all of tl% various types of explicitly

taught conditional discriminations in one set of itens, with the

' exception of the AC relations, vhich required a second set. His

accuracy level was 100% for each of the reflexivity, AB, the second ÂC

trial, AB/AC, DC, and AB/AC/DC sets, and 26/30 (86.6%) for the first

AC trial. No baseline errors'were made during the testing phase.

tXiring probe testing, subject R.B.. demonstrated equivalence

relations for every probe type. He made one probe error during the DB

test, but got every probe item for every test type thereafter correct.

His performance provides clear evWence of four- and three-stage

equivalency as well as synmetrical relations,

: . '
Subject G.C.

Sid)ject G.C. began the experiment by scoring 24/24 an the test
$

of reflexivity. . She obtained a 0/30 score on the first AB set,
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for she inisundefstood tfie instructions and did not pay attention to 

the ‘green and red Lights \^ich indicated a correct or incorrect 

response. Following Clarification of the task, she met criterion for 

the AB relations in two sets. The AC and DC relations also retjuired 

two sets each, with scores never falling below ,26/30 (66.6%). The

AB/AC and./ÜB/AC/.DC sets were perfectly done in one set of itans. She 

continued to perform flawlessly for the <stplicitly taught baseline 

items inserted between probe testing items.
*

Her performance during the probe phase was demonstrative ot 

stimulus equivalence and symmetrical relations throughout the entire 

testing .sequence. In fact, she never made one error during the entire 

sequence of probe tests. Probe performance results of subjects 9, 10,

11 and 12 are shown in Figure 7 (see Figure 7).
\

Subjœt J.W; ■

Subject J.W. required two sets of reflexive relations as well a)

', AB and AC discrminations because a satisfactory level of mastery 

not shown in the first set. He scored 23/24 and 24/24̂  or the

reflexivity test, 22/30 (73.3%) and. 30/30 on the;,AB training set, and 

28/30 (93.3%) and 30/30 on the AC training set. Perfect scores were 

attained in one trial for the remaining types of relations found In

the training phase. As well, he made only one baseline error during
'

the probe testing phase.

Subject J.W. immediately provldèd evidence of equivalence

relations during the probe ̂ rftase, and scored a perfect 30/30 for each 

type of relation tested» ïhese results indicate not only stltmalus 

equivalence but, for probe types DB., BD, and AD, the appropriate
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prerequisite stfostitution of nouns for faces.

Condition 2 (faces substituted for nouns)

Subject 11 : N.G.

Subject N,G. required tv» sets of explicitly taught conditional 

relations for sets AB, AG, and DC. She scored 25/30 (B3.3%) and 30/30 

on set AB, 20/30 (66.7%) and 29/30 (96.7%) on set AC, and 25/3.0

(83,3%) and 30/30 on get DC. Criteria for the regaining reflexivity, 

AB/AC, and AB/AC/DC sets were met in one set of items. iXiring the 

probe testing phase, she made eight baseline errors, resulting in a 

97,5% accuracy rate for these explicitly taught items inserted amongst 

the probes, . . .  \

Ihe results of her probe tests suggest a response strategy ..based 

on random guessing for sane tests, or some idiosyncratic relationship 

between the nonseinse stimuli's shape and the face for other probe 

tests. This -was confirmed by the fact that the subject, unsure of 

herself, often asked about her level of performance between,sets. She 

was told by Üie experimenter to simply respond in a way that she saw

best. She also reported during the debriefing session that she had no
« . . .  

awareness of the association between the words and faces until the

final CD set. Unfortunately, she was unable to œntinue the.

experiment after this .point, thus preventing the possibility of

retesting for four-stage DB relations.

Her 18/30 (60%) score on the DB probes was the product of a
. *

random guessing procedure. In the presence of the Dl probe (i.e., 

happy fpce), she chose Bl on four occasions, B2 on three items, and B3 

three, times. Further, her errors were haphazardly scattered amongst
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correct probe réponses, reflecting a lack of any definite answering 

strategy. Wien D2 was presaited, she chose Bl once, B2-seven times, 

and B3 twice, again, in a more or less ràndan fashion. She correctly 

paired B3 with D3 on three occasions.

At first glance, Subject N.G.'s 30/30 performance on the BD 

probes might be considered indicative of four-stage equivalence.

■ However,-other evidence would seem to render any firm -ccaiclusicms to

be prenature. First, if she did, in fact demonstrate four-stage

relations here, then she also would have very likely shown three-stage

equivalence and symmetrical relations as well. This was not the case.

Second, her queries such as "How do I know if I'm doing O.K.?"

indicated a lack of confidence in her problem-solving approach. Most

of the subjects who had danonstrated equivalence were for the most

part fairly self-assured in their responses, even if they were

initially tentative and did not show equivalence earlier. Third, she

later reported that she had no awareness of the connection between

faces and adjectives until the CD set; therefore, she could not

possibly have responded in the way she did because of any previous

substitution process. It seems more likely that she continued with
. ■ , . ' ' ' 

the same random approach and by accideit happened to answer all the

probe items correctly. Thus, although we cannot altogether discount

the .possibility, however remote, that she did, in fact'demonstrate

equivalence during thé BD probe test, such conclusions cannot be

stated with much certainty given the contrary evidence.

For the AD probe test, her answering strategy involved various 

relationships between the shape of the stimulus and the face. For 

example, she œrrectly matched Dl with A2 on the first two trials, but
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then chose D3 for the remainder of the test, She later reported that 

she did this because she imagined an object shaped-like A) falling on 

someone resembling D3. Further, she erroneously chose either Ü1 or 1)3 

in the presence of A2. For the itans involving sample stimulus A3, 

she correctly chose D3 on three occassions and 1)2 on seven trials.

The jiC and CB test results again reveal an irregular response 

pattern. For the HC probe items, she correctly matched Bl and Cl 

once, but incorrectly chose C2 or C3 for the remaining items. All B2 

prqbes resulted in a correct C2 response. Wlien B3 arose, she chose 

either C3 or 01. The total score for the BC probes was 15/30 (50%).

Although her 22/30 (73.3%.) score on the CB ' probe test was

sonewhat unproved, he-n performance did not reflect the utiergence ol 

stimulus equivalence. She correctly matched Cl with ill on six 

occasions, but erroneously chose B3 four times. Stimulus probe C2 was 

correctly matched with B2 with the exception of one instance wliere Bl 

was chosen. Stimulus C3 was paired with B3 seven times, and with Bl 

•on the remaining three trials.

During the test for syimetry of CD relations, however, her ,28/30 

^  (93.3%) score suggested that phe finally made the connection Between 

the nouns and facial expressions.' This wad confirmed by her . 

subsequent report Chat she now did, indeed, have an awareness of thl.s 

relationship that had not emerged during previous probe sets'. As 

mentioned above, time constraints did not allow for her to (indergo a 

second examination involving DB probes to investigate the [xjssiblè 

development of'four-stage equivalence relations.

Subject J.S.

During the training phase, sv±>ject J.S. met criterion in one set
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of trials for conditional relations AH/AC, M/A(̂ /IX], as well as the

test of reflexivity. 'IV) sets were required for relations AB (25/30

or 83.3%; and 30/30), AC (22/30 or 73.3%;. and 3(^30) and DC (26/30
\or 86.7%; and 30/30). Her baseline performance was excellent 

throughout . the probe testing phase, with only tvx) errors made in the

entire sequence of tests. •-

Following a 10/30 (33.3%) score on the DB probe test, she

consistently scored 100%, on the ranaining four- and three-stage
■Ï .relations as well as the CD test for symmetry. For the DB test, her

errors resulted from the matching of B3 pwith ü2 and B2 with D3.' She
- ' . later raoitloried that she chose the latter combination because stimulus

B2 seaned to symbolize the anger shown in the facial expressicm of 03.

Similarly, in the presence.of D2 (i.e., sad face), she chose B3-

because it resembled a frowi turned on its side. Interestingly, she

knew about the substitutive function of the faces for the words, but

decided to follow her own strategy for set DB nonetheless.

For the remaining probe types involving tlie substitution of

stimuli, howeveri she replaced the face for the word and consequently

demonstrated equivalence. The remaining BC, CB, and CD probe types

also resulted in clear evidence of equivalence relations..

Subject B.C.

IXiring the training phase, srhject B.C. required four sets 

before reaching criterion for the AB relations. The AB scores were 

19/30 (63.3%), 28/30 (93.3%), 21/30 (70%). and 30/30. IW>' sets were

done for each of AC (24/30 or 80%; and 30/3)) and DC (26/30 or 86.7%;
. \  

and 30/30). Conditional discriminations /«/AG, /IB/AC/DC as well as

the reflexivity test were done satisfactorily in one set. During the , \
\
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testing-for-equivalence phase, he made only one baseline erro^.
/

Subject B.C. demonstrated stimulus valence tor ev/n'v tvpe,ot 

probe relation tested. In fact, alter making an Incorrei't choice on 

the very first 1)B probe itan, he thereafter got every prolv ot every 

type ot relation correct. Also, the Ci) symnotrv test resulted in a 

30/3Ü score. He later related tlwt, althouj’h he went throug.li a 

trial-and-error patten), of resjxjnding during parts ot die training, 

phase, he almost Immediately substituted the faces tor wogds tfor sets 

DB, BD, and AD) during the test phase, and consequently was able to 

demonstrate equivalence. Probe,performances of .subjects' 11-16 are 

illustrated in Figure 8 (see Figure B).

Subject A.G.

After successfully completing the reflexivity lest in one set, 

subject A.G.'s performance during the training phise was as follows : 
set AB - 27/30 (90%) and 30/30; set AQ - 28/30' (93.3%) . ;*nd 30/30; 

set AB/AC - 30/30; seE DC - 27/30 (93.3%) <md 29/ 30 (%./%.); and set
AB/AC/DC - 45/45. Further, baseline itans interspersed betwien probe 

itans during the testing phase were all done correctly.

During the IB test of the probe plvrse, subject A.G. initially 

did nbt show evidence of equivalence. Fight of the first ten probe 

itans were answered incorrectly. He did, however, respmd to the 

remaining probe itans correctly for a final score of 22/3.0 ( 7 3.3%). 

Thus, his performance on the DB probes reflect an acquisition of 

learning of 4-stage equivalence relations.

He, continued to demonstrate stimulus equivalence througlrout the 

remainder of the test phase, with perfect 30/30 scores for each ot

1
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V
probe sets BD, AD, BC, s»d CB. He also gave evidence tor x̂>wieitge of 

the symmetrlpal relations CD with a 30/30 score-

Sub]ect C.J. -, ^

luring thè explicitly taught training relations, .Subject C.J.

. had scores of* 13/30 (43.3%) and 30/30 for set AB; lB/30 (60%), 2b/30

(86.7%), aind 30/30 for set AC; 27/30 <90%) and 30/30 for set /IB/AC;
29/30 (96.7%) for set DC; and 45/45 for set AB/AC/DC. She maintained

'
a high baseline accuracy rate during the probe trials, making only one 

baseline error througliout the, entirê tfest phase.

During the first AD probe test, she did not answer one probe item 

correctly. • "She ■ later reported that her matching-of _D1 with B2, 1)2 

with S3 and D3 with Bl was based cm an arbitrary pairing of a givmi 

with a particular shape.

During the next, probe test, however, she gave evidence of 

stimulus equivalence with a 29/30 (96.7%) score. It was here tiv»t she 

realized the substitutive relation between the nouns and faces. . 

'Ihree-stage equivalence relations were also demonstrated, with perfect 

scores in probe tests AD, BC fnd CB.

After obtaining a 30/30 score on the CB test for syiwnetry, 

subject C.J. was given the AD test again. Tliis was done to examine 

■ her ability .to demonstrate equivalence,by first making the appropriate 

s\jbstitutions. She clearly demonstrated .the acquisition of 

. equivalence with a perfect 38/30 score.

Subject H.S.

Subject H.S. successfully completed the reflexivity items in txie 

set, as well as training sets AC, AB/AC, and,AB/AC/DC. The remaining
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' , ' ■ ■ 
relations required two ëets: AB (24/30 or 80%; .and 30/30),. and DC

(26/30 or 86.7%; and 30/30). There were two baseline errors made

during the, probe phase. . '

' Subject H.S. failed to demonstrate' four-stage equivalence

relatiôns. She did not make the word-to-face substitution in any of

the sets requiring such a manipulation. Instead, she made her own

associations between a given face and a stimulus shape. For example,

her 10/30 (33.3%) on IB probes reflected the correct matching of Û3

with B3, but the incorrect pairing of Dl with B2 and D2 with Bl. She

later■ explained that the face in Dl reminded her of a movie star, so

she matched that particular face with the star-shaped B2 stimulus.

Further, she associated the sad face in D2 wi^h the flask-shaped Bl

stimulus and would tell herself that phis person did not want to study

chemistry. The correct matching of D3 with B3 was not due .to any

•substitution process, but to the pairing of the "ugly face with the

ugly shape." This pattern of responding continted, throughout the BD

set as well, where she also scored 10/^ (33.3%).

She then scored 0/30.on probe test AD. Here again, her responses 

were derived by chosing a shape that se'eraed to correspond to the face 

in sane way that was meaningful to her. She, imagined that the 

gun-shaped stimulus of A2 was being pointed to the head of person D3, 

and that the flask-shaped AT stimulus was contributing to D2's 

unhappiness. She raatcted the remaining Dl stimulus with A3.

For the BC probe test, she performed at. a 100% accuracy rate, 

suggesting three-stage, equivalence relations.' However, she scored 

only 10/30 (33.3%) cm the ensuing CB probe test. Why this is so is 

not clear. One pq^ible explanation is that, due to several episodes
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of equipment raalfvsictlons during this time» she lost her previous 

train of thought and responded using a different strategy as befiire. 

This failure to danonstrate knowledge of syniTietrica.l relations lietween 

BC and CB lends only partial support to any claims, that she formed 

three-stage equivalency; ' - ■

Her 30/30 on the CD probe test of symmetry led the experimenter 

to give her a retest of the AD probe. This Was done on the assutiption 

that perhaps she finally made the connection- between the .words ant)
g

faces,- and . could now danonstrate the emergence of four-stage ,

relations. Unfortcffiately, such, was not the case, as she again 

reverted ; back to the same strategy as the initial DB probe test and 

scored 10/30. ' Thi^, it was evident that she never 'associated the r 

faces ■ with the nOung and côhsequently was unable to form equivalence 

relations for those probe types requiring substitution. This was

Subject M.S.

Subject N.S. demonstrated mastery of the reflexivity. test 

(24/24) and relations AC (30/30), AB/AC (30/30), and AB/AC/DC (45/43) 

in one set. Relations AB (25/30 or 83.3%; and 30/30) and IXJ (27/30 

or 90%; and 30/30) required two sets before criterion was reached. 

His baseline perforraancXduring the probe phase was excellent, with no 

errors being made on anyexplicitly taught itans.

Subject N.S, did not danonstrate equivalence relations for any 

probe type contingent on stimulus substitution. A fine-grained 

analysis of his 9/30 (30%) score on the DB probes revealed that all 

nine correct matches involved 02 with B2. He consistently matched Dl 

with B3, and 03 with 31 for the remaining probe items.
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His 15/30 ( 50%) score on the BD probes was the result of the 

correct pairing of all ten B2D2 itéras, as well as an initially correct 

matching of Bl with Dl on the first tv» occasions. After scoring nine 

of the first ten probe items correct, subject N.S. changed back to 

the same response strategy As in the DB probes. he later mentioned 

tliat, although his answers were correct initially, he felt unsure of 

himself and reverted back to his previous response pattern.

The three-stage AD probes also, provided no evidence for the 

acquisition of equivalerjî Lĵ elations. His 10/30, (33.3%) score v/as the 

product of the corrtæt matching of A2 with D2, but the erroneous 

pairing of A1 with D % m d  A3 with #1.

Subject N.S. did\ however, demonstrate equivalence relations for 

probes where stimulus swstitution was not necessary. Perfect scores 

were obtaiafed.for both BC and CB probes.

When, he was tested with CD probes, however, he again remained, 

consistent with his previous respcmse patterns. He answered all C2D2 

items' correctly, but paired Cl with D3 and G3 with 01 for a score of 

10/30 (33.3%). Interestingly, he later reported that he realized the

nouns and faces were related during this set, but retained his
.

response strategy to maintain consistency with his .previous resporéès. 

Performance on the probe relations for subjects' 17-20 are presented 

in Figure 9 (see Figure 9). ^

Subject S.C. V,

IXiring the training segment of the experiment, subject S.C. 

needed only one set of reflexivity items, as well as AB/AC and 

AB/AC/DC training relations before reaching criterion. Two sets were
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required for-relations AB (18/30 or 60%; and 30/30), ÂC (28/30 or 

93.3%; and 30/30) and DC (27/30 or 90%; and 30/30). His performance, 

on baseline Items Inserted between probes , during the

testing-lofwequlvaLence phase resulted in no errors being made.

Subject S.C. did not demonstrate equivalence relations for 

probes DB, BD, or AD -each of vAiich required,* the . appropriate

substitution of faces for adjectiyes for successful completion. His

performance on the DB probe test produced 9/3Ô (30%) probe items

correct. As with ..the other subjects who failed to demonstrate

equivalence for relations requiring substitution, his responses were a
*

function of his Own idiosyncratic rules for matching faces to nouns. 

For example, he tended to pair Dl with Bl because both the sad face 

(Dl) and Dl had a round appearance. Stimulus D2 (gulling face) was 

matched with B3 because B3, if rotated 45 counterclockwise, resembled 

a smile to him. Finally, D3 (i.e., angry, face)" and. B2 were paired 

because the pointed sides of B2 reminded him of the grimace found in, 

D3’s facial expression.

■ His response strategy changed scmewhat during the BD probes. 

Responses were again based on some relationship between the stimuli's 

shape and the facial expression. His 0/30 score was the result of a 

matching of Bl and 02, B2 and D3, and B3 and Dl. .

For the AD probes, A2 and D3 were matched because the gun-shaped 

A2 Stimulus seemed to logically.go together with the angry face of D3. 

Stimuli A3 and Dl were paired since A3 "looks like an ear, and you 

could see this persch's (i.e., stimulus D1 ) ear the best." Lastly, A1 

and D2 were matched simply because they were the only two leftover 

stiniull. He scored 0/30 on the AD probes. -
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Subject S.C> did demonstrate three-stage BG and C8 relations 

with a perfect score for each. This finding is not surprising, since 

neither relaticm type requires any stimulus substitution.

His 30/30 score on the CD test of. symmetry on the surface 

suggested that he was finally putting the faces in place of the 

corresponding adjectives and making the correct selection. With this 

in mind, he was retested on the DB probes. His 6/30 (20%) score on

the OB test failed to confirm this hypothesis, however.

The reason for the non-emergence of four-stage equivalence
■ • ' ' ' 

relations upon retesting is straightforward. His perfect CD score w;js

not the result of any substitution process, but of a response stratify

once again based on stimulus shàpe. It was purely coincidental tlvit

he happen^ to match any stimuli together correctly. He later

hat the G1D1 pairing occurred because the person In D1

daydreaming, and stimulus Cl -resembled an ethereal ,

ŝ rabol.. Stimuli C2 and D2 were matched because the am lie-shaped (J2

wqs the opposite of the frown- found in D2. Stimuli C3 and D3 . were

paired because subject S.C. envisioned the angry la)king person using

a guillotine (i.e., C3).

mentioned 

seemed to bi

Subject S.B. . -

. After demonstrating reflexivity in one set, subject S.B. was 

taught the explicit training relations. Her scores were as follows; 

AB (25/30 or 83.3%; and 30/30)\ AC (23/30 or 76;7%; and 30/30), 
AB/AC (30/30),"DC (26/30 or 86.7%; and 30/30), end AB/AC/DC (45/45). 
She made only one baseline error during the probe testing' phase.

■ During the test-fpr-equivalancy phase, subject SjB. demonstrated 

^uivalence relations for each probe type. After incorrectly
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answering the first probe item on the DB test, she performed 

flawlessly for the remainder of the experiment. She later mentioned 

that she abnost ininediately connected the faces to the nouns, and 

therefore was able to demonstrate equivalence for those tests 

requiring'substitution as well as the regualar probe items.

•1̂  . - .Subject B.p. ' ■ ^

The training phase went smoothly for subject B.D., with criterion 

• being' met in one set for all relations except for set AB, vdiich 

-required two sets. The scores were, in, order-. reflexivity (24/24),

/  ' AB (28/30 or 93.3%; and 30/30), AC (29/30 or 96.7%), AB/AC (30/30),
V  . ' s  - ,
^ : DC (30/30), and AB/AC/DC (45/45). His baseline performance was

maintained ait a high level of accuracy throughout the probe phase,

■ with only two errors made.

His score on the ÛB prope test did not suggest the emergence of 

equivalence relations. Although he correctly matched.D1 with BI on 

nine occasi<^s and D3 with B3 on eight trials, his response pattern 

was generally random in nature. He later mentioned that the presence 

of the faces initially confused him, and he responded on ' a 

trial-and-error basis. Approximately halfway through the DB. test, 

however, he realized the faces were related to the nouns, yet retained 

his original pattern of responses to maintain consistency.

The following set, BD probes, produced evidence of appropriate 

stimulus substituticm and the consequent four-stage equivalence 

relations. He scored a perfect 30/30 c*i the.BD test probes.

Further, he continued to demonstrate stimqlus equivalence or • 

symmetry for the remaining AD, BC, CB, and CD relations. All these 

probe tests were perfectly done, with 30/30 scores in each.
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Discussicar)

The development: of ' equivalence relations for DB, BD, AD, and l:D 

probes required the subjects to first engage in an implicit response 

before they could demonstrate transitivity (or' symmetry for CD 
relations). In other words, the only way equivalence could have been

V
successfully shown for these four probe types was tor thê  subject to

make a prerequisite substitution of the words for the corresponding

faces or vice versa, depending on the ex{)eriraental condition, ihis

was the case, witfout exception, in this uxf>eriment. Those
Individuals v^o were able to make this substitution demonstrated

correct DB, BD, AD and CD relations with litfiydifficulty. Those wtio
fnever made this substitution provided no evidence of tanergent

equivalence relations.

To recapitulate., seven of ten subjects in Condition 1 acquired

4-stage relations. An eighth subject, L.W., was in a position to s)iow

potentially acquired 4-stage equivalence relations but did not due to

time constraints. Two subjects, D.D. and S.J., never associated the

faces to the words and therefore did not demonstrate equivalence for

relations involving substitution. ■ '

For GonditiJh 2, although- seven subjects danonstrated 4-stage

^relations, one of these subjects, N.G., could not be said to have

conclusively shown diis type of equivalency for rasons mentioned

earlier. This subject, who finally danonstrated knowledge of the

relation between th#words and faces during the CD symmetry test, may
■ ■ ' : 

have provided more decisive evidence of 4-stage equivalency had she

been able to stay for retesting of the Oi probes. An eighth subject,

j N,S., reported that he had realized the connectiez) of the substitute
- J -
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sirauli to the original, yet maintained his esta|>lished pattern of 

responding nonetheless. The "remaining subjects, H.S. and S.C.,

performed in a manner that suggested no knowledge of the substitution
' ! ' ' ■ ■ ’ ' process. •

'Ibe results indicate that symmetry and equivalence can emerge 

even with stimuli that Only sliare ftoictibns with training stimuli and 

are different in physical topography. Equivalence formation can occur 

even wlien a stimulus entirely different in form takes the place of the 

original. Tire original and substitute stimuli must have some shared 

functicxi, however (Parrott, 1986). The original Set D stimuli used in 

training must liave transferred their stimulus' fonctions to the 

substituted Set D stimuli as a result of their partial■ftmctional 

identity, ,

This transfer in stimulus function can be understood in.terras of 

symbolic activity. . Devany et al. (1986) .suggest that stimulus 

equivalence is closely related to symbolic activity. The etymology of 

the word "symbol'* comes from the root words meaning "together" and "to 

thrpv." Symbols, then, can be conceptualized aS, stimuli that are 

"thrown together" with other stimuli.. The stimuli in this study. 

Including the substitutes, were symbolic in the sense that one was 

representative of the others and vice-versa in a particular 

equivalence class. The fact that the implicit reactions took place in- 

the presence of a substitute stimulus makes' it .reasonable to assert 

that the substitute became symbolic of the original object. Stated 

differently, the testing phase required the individual respond to a 

stbnulus which was representative of the absent original .stimulus. 

For example, the nom HOLIMYS and the photograph of the happy face
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î
became interchangeable for those subjects who demonstrattxi équivalence 
involving these stimuli. . In Condition 1, the nouns were 

representative of the faces. In Condition 2, the faces ' were

representative of the nouns.
, .

The implicit responses were precurrent reactions liiich bro^>ht 

into operation the next sèment of behavior, namely, the overt act ol 

■matching the ccmiparisons to the sample stimuli. 'Ihe demonstrathm of 

equivalence can be seen as the final adjustment in a segneiu ol 

behavior, a segment vdnich required the implicit response to serve as 

an intermediary between the presentation'of the substitute stimulus 

and the observable act of choosing the correct comparison.

One advantage.of the present study's experimental .approach in 
examining implicit behavior is tliat it allowed for the control of the

individual s history of contacts with the environment. The

observation of the subjects' responses tnder various stimulating 

conditions during the training- and testing phases enabled one to

better understand and ptedict the natufe of their implicit res|)onding. 

This approach also allowed for the control of Che substitute stimuli

with Wiich the subjects interacted.
■ ' '

AÉ a result, the stimulus phase of the implicit resjxjnse could be 

readily identified in those subjects who demonstratetJ'DB, BD, ami AD 

equivalence and*CD symmetrical relations. The stimuli in these cases 

were the nouns in Conditign 1, and the faces in Condition 2. In ixjth 

cases, the substitutions were representative of the original Set I)

stimuli reacted to during the training phase of the study.

•In addition, there were few differences regarding the rate of 

acquisition of equivalence between the two experimental conditions. A
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total of seven subjects in Condition 1 and six in Condition 2 either 

iirnied lately or eventually demonstrated equivalence involving 

substitution of stimuli. As well> an additional subject in each 

condition gave evidence of an awareness of the relation between the 

original and subsitute stimuli during the CD syimetry-test, yet were 

unable to stay for retesting of higher-level relations. Two 

individuals in each condition were unable to provide evidence for 

equivalency tliat involved substitution.

One, minor , diffeigence between the two .groups was that five 

subjects (K.M., H.J., R.B." G.C., and J.W.) in Condition T (nOcns

sulistituted for faces) showed immediate emergence of equivalence 

(i.e., during the IB. probe test), vBereas oply two subjects (B.C. and 

b.B.) in Condition 2 (faces substituted, for nouns) demonstrated 

equivalence right from the start of the testing phase. It is

difficult to ascertain exactly why this occurred. ■ One possibility is
'<■

that tlie stimulus substitution required in Condition 2 was a less .

likely ev^ntP(as a result of the historically developed relations)
■ \ ' . - than tivat required-in the first condition. Also, the difference may

have been a function of individual subject differences betweei the two

groups. Specifically, a greater number of subjects in Condition 2

ijQcqv̂ ir̂  equivalence more gradually during the test phase as compared

to those in Condition 1., This "acquisition effect" has. been noted in

other equivalence studies as well (e.g., Devany et al., 1986; Sidraan

•et al., 1985).

The implicit behavior of interest in this study occurred in the 

presence of the substitute stimulus. It is impossible to-ideitify the 

precise nature of the "private" experience each person had v^ile
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interacting with thé probe siAstitntes. Nonetheless, it can be 

deduced that, for those who successfully danonstrateil equivalence (;aid 

even for one subject, N.S., wtx> did not but was aware of the 

substitutive relations among the stimuli), at least smic qxirt .of their 

implicit reactions must have included an association ol a -symbol 

(i.e., the substitute) to its referent (i.e., the original stimulus) .- 

A parenthetical point !®ade above raises an interesting quest ion. 

Vlhy did subject'N.S. maintain an incorrect answering strategy Uiun he 

eventually realized the relatedness between the orij^ial and 

^ substitute items? Part of the answer might lie in the tact itiai 

subject N.S. may not have anitted a response which was congruent with, 

thé intended covert substitution process because some self-generateii
i

' rule was at-strength, • for .example. Zettle & Hayes (198̂ , p. 78) 

define rule-govenied behavior as "behavior in contact witti two %ets oi * 

contingencies, one of which includes a verbal antectklent. These 

- verbal antecedents are rules." In- the case of subject N.S., one set of , 

contingencies were related to the overt behavior of interest -chocising 

the* comparison. stimulus. The second set was a seif-gaierated verba 1 

’instruction. based on his patten-) of responses, sane' of his 

self-generated rules might- liave been similar to the following: "In

the presence of the word HOLIDAY-*, cheese the stimulus tliat looks like 

an umbrella (i.e., B3). In the presence of the word TllRTURK, choose 

thé stimulus that resonbles a coffin i(i.e., B1 ) and' so on. ^

’ The .responses of those subjects who did not engage in the 

* intended substitution of the original stimuli, and viio consequently 

did not danonstrate equivalence, can also be explained in terms ut 

self-generated rule-governed behavior. In most cases, the pattern of
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responding was ranarkably consistait, suggesting some form of
- . ■ 

self-instruction. Because self-rules are often çovert in nature, it
.

is difficult to undmbiguousfÿ decipher their ' exact nature. 

Nonethelesŝ , the subjects verbal reports following thé experiment '

provided some insight regarding the form of the*, rules. These rules
. ** ' * . '

afinos'G inevital̂ ly irfvolved matching a substitute stimulus to the shape

of one of the nonsense stimuli In some personally relevant manner.*

For instance; subject T.O. stated that he pàîted D1 ' (HOLIDAY)' \ I ' - . . '
with B2 because "B2, looked like a^funny-shaped beach towel that you

might take on a vacation,"- %is sane subject matched D2- (FUNEHAÎ ) with '

B3 because "BS lopl^ like a- strange .coffin in whifch someone might be

buried," He also chose fe3 in the preseice of D3 (ÏORÏÜKE) beCause the

shape of B3 "resembled an instrùnent that might be used to torture '

someone." Subject H.S., had self-instructions for her consistent

pairing of B2D1 Chat might be stated as: "Stimulus D1 reminds me of a
. * ' ■ ' I ■movie star. Therefore, in the presence of .the star-shaped* stimulus

. B3, chose D1." Her matching of Bi with D2 possibly involved, the

, following rule: "People generally do not like tr> steady chemistry.

,'iherefore, in, the presence of. the flask,-shaped object Bi, chose D2."

Glearl^ those subjects who did not .demonstrate equivalence for

relations involving substituted* Set D stimuli responded as they did

for a common reasœ, .They tended to form their own classes based on 
_ J
’* an idiosyncratic matching of the shap^ of a given nonsense stimulus to

- t ..... - . . * ' .
a particular substitute .stimulus. Although care was take) to ensure 

the /stîrnuli in Sets A, B and'G^re as "meaningless" as possible, thé 

physical topography of these -items was ncmetheless given more 

Importance by • thefeé particular sihjects than was intended by t ^
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experijaenteir. The parad%n used in this study might W  ivnpt'oved if

different, abstract shapes were to be used, Shapes wi-iich had less

potential for the subjects.to-derive some image or meaning from them.

This perhaps would have resulted in à decreased Tikellhwx) that the' ■ ^
pairing of a substitute with another stimulus would be bascii on some 

relationship between the latter's sftape and the substitute stimuli.

It is also possible that these subjects failed to demonstrate 

equivalence because, .for then, the nouns did not correspond to the 

facial expressions in a way that is intuitively recognizable to most ■ 
people in our culture. That is, perhaps these subjects' Individual 

experiences with funerals, holidays and/or torture were different from 

those of the majority of people, "for example, one subject may have at 

one time experienced a sense of peace during a funeral; his or her 

responses during the probe phase may consequently have reflected this 

prior history with funerals. ,In these cases," individual differences 

may have overridden, any culturally-defined associations between the

nows and faces. ' t

.Another methodological point slrould be considered. Slhce the

order of tire comparison stimuli remained constant throughout the 

experiment, there is a possibility that a position effect, might have 

influenced respcsndiing. Although none of the subjects reported basing 

their ansv^rs on the position of the comparisons as they appeared on 

the screen, this does not negate the posslbllty of the ocourrlhce of 

such an effect. . ,

, . A spinoff of stimulus siAstitution experiment is worthy of
# ' 

mention. outlined above, a main finding was^^hat substitute

stimuli could enter into various equivalence classes,'even'though the

' - ' » S» '
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subjects had not seen them in this context before the testing phase. 

The substitutes and the original stimuli . were effectively 

Interchangeable (otherwise the substitution and resulting equivalence 

would not have occurred). Although not directly tested here, i.t is 

reasonable to assune that equivalence relatiws would have also been 

danonstrated if the original stimuli were used as probes during the 

testing phase (much like a typical equivalence experiment). If so, 

one can readily see how implicit responding or, more specifically, 

historically associated, events have the potential to increase the 

number of equivalence classes considerably.

To illustrate, the subjects were taught nine conditional 

discriminations in the training phase (i.e., three groups of three 

stimuli each,.derived fran explicitly taught relations AC and DC). 

This resulted in 30 new conditional discriminations that were not 

previously taught (ten groups of three stimuli each, derived from 

untrained relations DB, BD, AD, BC, CB and CD. Note that those probe 

relations involving Set D. stimuli now includes both the original and 

substitute stimuli altering', an équivalence class). The ratio of, 

emergent to explicitly taught reliions is 30/9. This ratio would be 

18/9 if only the original stimuli weî g, to enter equivalence classes^ 

The implicatiw of this finding is that an equivalence class has the

potential to become greatly enlarged Should one stimulus take on a
' ' '. ' . ' - tsubstitutive fiaiction for the original stimulus. Further

investigation, perhaps ln\>olying probe substitutes for more than one
set of stimuli, might clarify just how much potential implicit
respcxidihg has' on enlarging equivalence classes. This would help
explain our capacity to develop some of the exceedingly complex arid
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intricate • networks of equivaleice relations operating In our everyday 

lives.

The results of this study also have some bearing on '

pychopathology. , Our , thoughts, beliefs, feelings and plans have a

characteristic property of being, for the mos): part, verbal in nature,
A

It is customary for hutians with language ability to share their

priva$# events in a verbally sensible form. . Stimulus i\piivafence

indicates that hutians can l earnarb i t r a r y  stimuli, such as, titose

which are verbal in nature, can symboxize other stimuli (Devany et.

àl., 1986). '
In the present experiment, the process of substituting one

stimulus for another can be conceptualized as the attaclnnent of a

.label (a noun) to a face in Condition 1, and vice versa in .Condition

2. Thusi HOLIMŸS became associated with a gmi-ling face, tWIiî AL with

a sad one, and TORTURE with an angry face, lhar'ther, this -substitute

was able to enter into equivalence relations,with other stimuli as

thbugh it were the original atinwlus.
. ^

Commas experience dictates that people., regularly engage in, a 

sirail^^^ although more elaborate, process of giving labels to various 

objects, events; and even other people in their lives. Most of us are 

inclined Co interpret and categorize situations in an attempt to 

better understand our world. Moreover, the .verbal community 

reinforces oiir attempts to evaluate events that occur around us. We 

are often asked by others "What do you think of..'," or "How do you 

fefl about..." Of course, there is nothing inherently wrong with

sharing one's opipicXîs and feelings about a given topic. The point
- , ■ . is, however, that through this encouragenent by tf% verbal comnunlty
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to Interpret our world, it is relatively easy to lose sight of the 

8 hup le fact that our interpretations are just that -interpretations. 

They are not the object or event to vAiich the label was directed; It 

Is uAen evaluations are distorted, inaccurate, and consrsne too much 

attention that psychological problems inevitably become manifest (Beck. 

& Hhtery, 1985; Hayes, 1987; Meichenbaim; 19,77). . . .

Hayes (1987) points out that the stimuli in an equivalence class 

can be loosely related, v^ereby the stimuli, although related to one 

another, are often fictionally distinct from each other in many 

situations. Conversely, an equivalence . class can also be tightly 

related, wtiere each stimulus can be easily exchanged for each other in 

most circumstances. Pdrther, the arbitrary nature of verbal stimuli, 

such as those involved in labeling events, typically results in the 

development of tight equivalence classes.

It is this tightness of an equivalence class that can lead. to 

problaas.- The equivalence classes between one's implicit behaviors
• ■ 'V .1and the’world can become so closely related that it becomes difficult 

to distinguish between the evaluations and the actual objects and 

events per sç> The lal^ls and the various stimuli that recieve these 

labels, essentially , become intercliangeable. This, fAienoraenon is 

particularly debilitating lAen the labels are of a catastrophic nature 

(Beck & fciuery, 1985). Thus, this person is perceived as "bad," that 

speech as "horrifying," and this prediçamait as "hopeless." The more 

one's private thoughts are taken literally and left unquestioned 

regarding their accufacy, the tighter will be the equivalence cl^s.

There is good reasm for equivalence classés to at times involve 

tight relations amorist stimuli. This is the case, for example, $*ien
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soraeœe makes a simple, non-evaluative statement such as "the book Is 

Off;, the table." This *'description presents little problem If taken 

literally. It is simply a description of stimuli in the environment.

The scenario changes considerably, lK>wever, if an evaluation is 

included, in the statanent. For example, one might say "there is a 

Ideally good book on the table." This statement cannot in Its aitirety 

be taken literally because there is no stimulus "good" present in the 

situation. The notion of "goodness", arises from that person’s 

reaction and evaluation of the book, and not from any topographical 

feature of the stimuli. 'It is fairly easy to lose awareness of the. 

distinction between these two types of statements. In the first 

example, the book itself was described whereas the second illustration 

Included an interpretation of the book. The latter statement can 

potentially be confused with the first, understood . as factual, and 

taken quite literally. An evaluation of an object has now becane part 

of a tight equivalenôe class. .

This phenomaion can be translated to a clinical example. Most 

people are able to determine fairly rapidly whether a stimulus, such ' 

as the presence of physiological arousal after hearing a sudden, loud 

noise, is a sigpal of real danger. They are likely to label this 

/  arousal as insignificant or simply ignore it altogether. The level of 

arousal would s6œ diminish and return to normal.. In contract, . 

individuals with Panic Disorder are likely to-fixate their attention 

on this arousal and Interpret it as a danger signal. Their implicit , 

response might be; heart is racing, I^ve got sweaty palms, and .1

feel tense. Something’s wrong with me. ^I can't handle this. Maybe 

I’m having a heart, attack. I'm going to die." The result of this
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evaluation is an exacerbation of their physical arousal, v^ich in C u m

leads CO more fearsome thoughts and a continued escalation of

symptoms. In reality,^ rarely do events themselves cause stress.

Kather, it is"the eyaluaticxi bestowed upon the event and the attention

given to ■this interpretation that leads to a stress reaction (Beck & 
) - 

lîmery, 1985 ; Meichenbaum,-1977).

Obviously, the sorts of implicit responding demonstrated in this

study are comparatively simple v^en contrasted with the tremendously

complex private reactions of v^ich humans are capable. Confounding

matters are problaas of observation,, identification,, and analysis.

' Nonetheless,, these obstacles to a more complete understanding of

* complex ’implicit behaviors must not irapedê anT̂ lipitical analysis of

these events.;

/
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